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1 CSR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
1.1 IDENTIFYING MATERIAL ASPECTS OF CSR ACTIVITIES
As part of preparing of the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Report for 2014 we implemented the material aspects
identification procedure recommended by new version G4 of the international GRI Guidelines. This process aimed at identifying
the areas of our CSR activities which are recognised as important by the bank management and represent an area of concern
for our stakeholders.
Firstly, implementation of this analysis allowed us to form the basis for further CSR work: we understood which of the CSR
areas and management processes must be built and improved. Secondly, we used the analysis results to determine the content
of the Report to make it more relevant and aimed at meeting the stakeholders’ information needs.
TABLE 1: STAGES OF IDENTIFICATION OF MATERIAL ASPECTS
Stage

Stage goals

Methods

Result

Step 1.

To consider a wide range of topics
that are material in terms of CSR
for banking sector organisations,
and to highlight those potentially
deserving to be included in the
Report

Analysis of GRI standards,
ISO26000 and the Equator
Principles

A list of 45 material topics

To carry out analysis of the
identified topics in terms of their
importance to stakeholders and
business development

Online opinion poll of 260 people,
including Sberbank clients and
employees

To carry out an expert assessment
of the identified topics in terms of
their completeness and balance,
so that the Report reflects both
positive and negative impacts

Assessment of the identified
aspects by experts in the field of
Sberbank’s strategic development

Identification of material topics

Step 2.
Identification of material aspects

Step 3.
Validation

Analysis of the best similar
companies’ reports
Media analysis

Graphical diagram showing
material topics (Materiality map,
Figure 1)

Opinion poll of Sberbank’s 10 top
managers
A list of 18 material GRI aspects
and indicators for each aspect to
be revealed in the Report

The topics that received an assessment score above 4.5 points for stakeholders and above 5.0 points for business development
(Figure 1) were recognised as material and included in the Report: each is described in terms of management approaches and
explained in terms of corresponding GRI Guidelines aspects and indicators. The topics located outside the orange zone on the
map were not recognised as material and, according to GRI Guidelines, are not required to be disclosed in the Report. Nevertheless, we made the decision to include some of these topics in the Report, which might also be of interest to our stakeholders.
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FIGURE 1: MAP OF CSR ASPECTS WHICH ARE MATERIAL FOR SBERBANK’S STAKEHOLDERS AND MANAGEMENT
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1

Management approaches to “Corporate governance improvement” are covered in the 2014 Management Report.
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In the future we plan to analyse Sberbank’s and Sberbank Group’s efficiency on the basis of CSR material aspects and report on
selected indicators on a regular basis. In the long term we are also considering the possibility of elaborating and implementing
key performance indicators for the material aspects to build CSR management system at the Group level.

1.2 STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Throughout its history, Sberbank has functioned as both economic and social financial institution. The success of our development
is closely related to building strong relationships with stakeholders.
Stakeholders’ concerns guideline our development activities in all CSR areas. We use various communication channels to identify
their expectations and, based on the received feedback, make management decisions, and introduce changes to existing processes.
FIGURE 2: STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT TOOLS IN SBERBANK GROUP

Account of 2014 results in the Report

Community

Employees

Crowdsourcing on www.sberbank21.ru

р. 5

Media analysis

р. 6

Employee involvement and satisfaction
survey

р. 36

Feedback on the intranet page
“For Employees”

р. 7

Hot line with the President

р. 7

“Ideas Exchange” internal platform

р. 8

Client satisfaction and loyalty research

р. 13

Complaints analysis

р. 15

Clients

Application of crowdsourcing technology
The search for managerial decisions through crowdsourcing has become a part of the bank’s daily activities, and is used for
product improvement and development of internal processes. In 2014, 123 professional communities of networking employees,
clients, and experts from across Russia used the www.sberbank21.ru website to discuss the bank’s current projects. In the
reporting period, crowdsourcing participants suggested the following ideas, including:
▶▶ creation of a Sberbank Online service to submit claims regarding self-service machines malfunctions with a claim
status monitoring capability;
▶▶ early credit repayment through self-service machines and Sberbank Online;
▶▶ creation of a separate information resource “From Heart to Heart” on Sberbank’s website for project work with
orphanages, and others.
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As part of crowdsourcing, separate work was carried out with small business representatives. More than 5,000 Sberbank clients
took part in the development of such projects as “Building an office for small business”, “New solutions for the development
of Sberbank’s corporate client remote service”, and “Let’s improve small business products together!”. In particular, small
business representatives proposed introduction of such services as self-collection, SMS informing and automated payments
(autopayment service) improving Sberbank Business Online service and others.
Mass media monitoring and analysis
We are monitoring Russian and foreign mass media, including print media, news agencies, TV, radio and online publications on a
regular basis. We use monitoring results to prepare analytical reports for top management. These reports reflect what aspects
of our business evoke public concern and interest.
TABLE 2: MAIN TOPICS OF MASS MEDIA ARTICLES ABOUT SBERBANK GROUP PUBLISHED IN 2014
Topic

Comment
Sberbank

EU and US sanctions
against the Russian
Federation bank sector

Sberbank follows the best international corporate governance practices in its business activities, and complies with
European and US regulation standards. We have all the necessary resources and management experience to continue
successful operation in the current conditions, and to fulfil our commitments to Russian and international clients.
Sberbank highly appreciates the trust of its shareholders. The Bank’s development strategy up to 2018 provides for
maintaining capital adequacy with a required safety margin using current profits and attracting subordinated debt
instruments.

Sberbank as the General
partner for Sochi
2014. Funding of Sochi
Olympics infrastructure
projects

Sberbank was the General Partner of the 22nd Winter Olympics. Sberbank took part in financing the construction of
the Russian Mountains ski jump complex and the first Russian resort town (Gorky Gorod in Krasnaya Polyana) with
a highly developed infrastructure. In cooperation with the Organisation Committee, we implemented the Sochi 2014
coinage programme and created up-to-date banking and payment infrastructure.

Increase in interest rate
on deposits, savings
certificates and mortgage
loans in December 2014

We raised interest rates on deposits and savings certificates for individuals several times in December 2014.
The maximum increase in interest rates was 3.5 percentage points and 1.7 percentage points for RUB and USD/EUR
deposits, accordingly.

Optimisation of the
number of Sberbank
customer service outlets

Optimisation is part of the customer service outlet network reformatting programme launched in 2010. The Bank
closes small unprofitable offices and opens larger units at busy locations. To keep the availability of financial services,
we also introduce alternative forms of servicing (e.g. internet banking, mobile banking, and ATMs).

Increase of the loan
portfolio of Cetelem Bank

Cetelem Bank showed the highest growth of its retail loan portfolio among the 100 top Russian banks in terms of
assets in the first half of the reporting period.

Risks to Russian banks
due to the situation in
Ukraine

Fitch Ratings, an international credit rating agency, noted that the risks of Russian banks related to the situation in
Ukraine can have a significant impact on their financial situation if their borrowers suffer from the current increased
political and economic stress. Sberbank Ukraine prepared comments for the press with a statement about the
bank’s stable financial situation, solid liquidity cushion and capital adequacy.

DenizBank awarded for
innovative products,
services and processes

DenizBank received the award in the Most Innovative Bank of the Year category at the prestigious BAI Banking
Innovation Awards-2014 global award ceremony. DenizBank went to the finals in the categories of Product and Service
Innovation, Channel Innovation, and Innovation in Internal Process Improvement.

Dialogue with agricultural
producers as part of
DenizBank’s trip across
Turkey

Being the leader among private banks in Turkey in agricultural financing, DenizBank made a trip across the country
to celebrate the 10th anniversary of the agricultural producer card (Producer Card). The 15,000-kilometer trip lasted
three months and covered 200 locations (towns, villages, and farming cooperatives). More than 3,000 DenizBank
employees interviewed one million customers, asking them about the convenience and effectiveness of the products
and services offered by DenizBank.

Sberbank’s leading
position in Central and
Eastern Europe

Sberbank ranked first among Central European and East European banks in the annual ranking of the world largest
banks carried out by The Banker. Sberbank was rated 33rd in the overall standing, rising one place higher compared
to last year.

Subsidiary banks
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Answering employees’ questions
We analyse main employee communication channels, identify employees’ concerns, and provide answers so that employees
have a better understanding of the Group’s development prospects in the near future. To compile a list of questions, we focus
on the following communication channels in Sberbank:
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶

feedback button on the employee intranet page;
hot line with the President;
special E-mail address for payroll issues (oplata-truda@sberbank.ru);
employee forum, etc.

Subsidiary banks and affiliated companies use their own feedback tools to achieve this goal.
TABLE 3: PRIMARY AREAS OF CONCERN OF SBERBANK GROUP’S EMPLOYEES IN 2014
Topic

Question

Group members’ response
Sberbank

Salary indexation

Will there be indexation of salaries?

A salary increase was applied in 2014 to some employees of mass
professions whose salary was below the market average. A salary
increase for other employee categories became impossible due to the
economic situation in 2014.

Corporate benefits

What changes in the corporate benefits
programmes will be made in 20142015?

From January 1, 2014, Voluntary Medical Insurance (VMI) became free
for employees that have more than one year’ service record at the bank.
We are not planning to reduce the main scope of existing employee
benefits in 2015, such as VMI, accident insurance, or the corporate
pension plan. Due to the difficult economic situation in the country,
lending on preferentian conditions and children’s recreation support
programmes will not be expanded.

Layoffs

Are employee layoffs planned due to
the difficult economic situation in the
country?

The personnel headcount is based on Sberbank Group’s business volume.
In case of further aggravation of the economic situation, we may transfer
employees to part-time employment or rotate staff in departments and
regions of the country within the Sberbank system in order to save jobs.

Subsidiary banks and affiliated companies
Development of internal
communications in BPSSberbank

What will be the procedure to inform
employees about innovations in the
field of personnel management?

The Bank plans to conduct communication sessions and develop
internal resources to ensure the availability of key corporate information
in 2015.

Employees in the Lugansk
and Donetsk Regions

What will happen to bank employees
who cannot attend work due to the
hostilities?

Pursuant to legal requirements (Art. 113 of the Labour Code of Ukraine),
this time will be accounted for as non-productive hours with payment of
salary preserved.

Help to Sberbank’s Ukrainian
employees who had to
temporarily move away from
the conflict zone

Will they receive financial, housing, and
employment assistance?

Financial assistance was provided to pay rent. Employees were
temporarily relocated to other Sberbank Ukraine units. More than
100 people (employees and their families) were housed in Zhovten
sanatorium from May through September 2014 at the expense of
Sberbank Ukraine.

Performance assessment at
DenizBank

Why do employees rarely receive
feedback?

The frequency of performance development system has been increased
to twice a year from once a year.

Technical support in
Sberbank Europe (Slovenia)

Is it possible to improve technical
support?

Since 2014 technical support employees in Slovenia helped users
directly at the workplace to understand problems better .

Employees’ health in the
Sberbank Private Pension
Fund
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Ideas Exchange
The Bank has established the “Ideas Exchange” platform to encourage its employees get involved in management processes.
The platforms are attended by about 10% of Sberbank employees, including the employees of subsidiary banks in Kazakhstan,
Belarus and Ukraine. In 2014 34,500 employees suggested 91,200 ideas, more than a half (51%) of which were implemented.
The total economic effect of their implementation amounted to RUB 4.1 bn. The main areas addressed by ideas developers
included:
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶

increase in the share of non-cash payments;
attraction of retail funds;
reduction of the number of errors in business units and an increase in the customer satisfaction level;
enhancement of collection service performance and a reduction in investment costs (including BU reformatting),
etc.

Examination of internal regulations
Since 2013 the bank has been committed to a mandatory crowdsourcing examination of internal regulations before their
approval. Altogether, in 2014 crowdsourcing made it possible to submit 60 drafts of internal regulations for discussion.
We collected about 30,000 proposals from 6,800 employees. More than 20% of these proposals were efficient and
helped the bank to take into account regional specifics in preparation of documents before their approval.
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2 ECONOMIC IMPACT
2.1 CONTRIBUTING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF REGIONS
OF OPERATION
Our main contribution to regional development is that we provide funding for the development of projects aimed not only
at commercial, but also at social benefits. These projects are designed to solve problems of specific regions or the country
as a whole, and thus to accelerate economic development and improve the social situation in the region. We provide loans
to companies operating in industries of importance (oil, agricultural, and light industries) and participate in public-private
partnership (PPP) projects in such sectors as infrastructure development, industrial park construction, and housing and social
facilities construction (kindergartens, schools, and hospitals).
FIGURE 3: SBERBANK GROUP’S FUNDING OF SOCIAL PROJECTS IN REGIONS OF OPERATION IN 2014 AND THEIR IMPACT
Energy efficiency projects
funding as part of EBRD
programme (BelSEFF)

Logistics system development
in the Republic of Belarus

Construction of Moscow –
St. Petersburg motorway

Industrial park construction

USD 68 mn

EUR 6.6 mn (total amount of the
credit line EUR – 10 mn)

Fulfillment of the transit potential
of the country with the help of
international transport corridors

RUB 29.2 bn
(Sberbank’s share 50%)

Road safety improvement

The first domestic construction
of an industrial park (Phase 1) in
a special economic zone, where
residents are provided with tax
advantages and customs privileges

Necessary element of
Sheremetyevo International
Airport and neighboring towns’
development strategy

Promotion of transition from the
commodity economy to creation of
finished products and increase in its
added value

Development of renewable energy
generation and increase in energy
saving at local production sites
Energy saving level of more than
30% was achieved

Enhancing competitive
advantages of Belarusian carriers
and increase in their share of the
global transportation services
market

Modernisation of oil refinery
plant independent of vertically
integrated oil companies
USD 1.75 bn
Increase in oil refining depth
up to 97%
Product compliance with Euro-5
environmental standard
Creation of over 500 new jobs

Air park renewal

Funding of pig iron
and wheat export
from Russia

RUB 1.385 bn (Sberbank Leasing)

Saint Petersburg

USD 50 mn and USD
40 mn accordingly
Funding of Russian
producers’ trade
receivables to minimise
Russian exporters’
risks arising from
commercial activities

Construction of the new North–
South transportation corridor

RUB 0.37 bn

Switzerland

Republic
of Belarus

Belgorod

Yelabuga

Tumen

RUSSIA
Irkutsk

Enhancement of air passengers safety in the
Siberian Region

Kazakhstan

Yuzhno Sakhalinsk

Slovenia
Croatia
Turkey
Construction of kindergartens
RUB 2.3 bn
Implementation of the special-purpose
programme “Preschool education accessibility
in the Sakhalin Region in 2011-2015”

Construction and modenisation
of motorways in Croatia
and Slovenia

Transformation of an old nonperforming state hospital into
a modern medical center

Construction of the first highspeed train station in Ankara

EUR 100 mn in Croatia
and EUR 60 mn in Slovenia

EUR 136 mn

High-speed transportation
between Ankara and other
provinces

Improving motorway coating
quality and increasing motorway
lengths for tourism development
Promotion of regional
economic development through
infrastructure renewal
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Improving healthcare system of
Mersin Province with Public–
private partnership hospital

USD 160 mn

Services to more than 10 mn
passengers per year

Construction of a green house
complex for production of
organic vegetables

Construction of advanced oil
processing center

RUB 3.6 mn

Product compliance with Euro-4
and Euro-5 standards

Enhancing food safety of the
Russian Federation (import
substitution)
Increase in regional agricultural
production by 25%
Increase in regional employment
by 30%

RUB 92.8 bn

Increase in oil refining depth from
63% to 87%
Eliminating the deficit of high
octane petroleum and jet fuel in
the domestic market
Creation of new jobs: up to 3879
at construction phase and up to
624 at operation phase
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Training of government leaders of the constituent entities of the Russian Federation
Sberbank Corporate University held a number of educational events for the heads of regional executive bodies from
December 2013 to December 2014. In particular, the Corporate University organised four professional development
courses on “New management technologies” for 550 executives from 15 constituent entities of the Russian Federation.
These courses covered topics important to Russia’s state government: new principles of effective management,
information technology management, project management, investment attractiveness of regions, and new models of
management in the social sector. The courses included success stories of new management technique implementation
in the regions.

2.2 SMALL BUSINESS SUPPORT
Small business support in Russia
Sberbank offices in Russia serve 1.1 mn of active small business clients. The customer base in this category increased by
127,000 clients in 2014 and total disbursements amounted to RUB 361.4 bn.
We develop our service infrastructure to work with small business clients and pay special attention to Business Development
Centres (BDC), which are specialised bank units that provide comprehensive services to micro and small business segments.
These services include consulting and business training. About 30,000 people received BDC training through onsite and online
video seminars in 2014.
TABLE 4: SBERBANK INFRASTRUCTURE FOR SERVING SMALL BUSINESSES IN 2014
Type of customer service outlet
Offices providing services to corporate clients, including:
General purpose customer service outlets that provide services to both legal entities and individual entrepreneurs
Special purpose offices that provide services to small business clients, including:
Business Development Centres (BDC)
Offices with Multifunctional State Service Centre zone

Number
1,507
1,256
251
100
25

In the reporting period we continued to develop BDCs and equipped 25 offices with Multifunctional State Service Centre zones.
In these zones entrepreneurs are provided with a wide range of state and municipal services following the “one-stop-shop”
principle (for instance, filing accounts to tax authorities, registration of real estate rights, etc.).This facilitates offering a widest
range of non-financial services for small business development at one site, and enhances business efficiency.
To support entrepreneurs we proactively enhance their financial literacy in the online zone. “School for small business”, the
Business Environment portal, offers over 160 video courses from leading experts accessible on a twenty-four hour basis. There
are also weekly online seminars (webinars) on all startup and business matters. The Business Environment portal had 3,200
registered users and 145,000 legal entities in 2014. Over 4.8 mn unique visitors have visited the website.
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While developing new solutions for small business customers, we focus on aligning our products with our customers’ needs. In
2014 we launched a product range that will make business management more convenient:
▶▶ Sberbank Business Online mobile application that allows to control current account from a smartphone;
▶▶ E-invoicing that helps organisations to optimise interaction with each other and with tax authorities through
electronic document flow;
▶▶ “Business tablet” that has a special card reader and a mobile receipt printer;
▶▶ service for remote registration of individual entrepreneurs by means of electronic signature on the Business
Environment portal.
FIGURE 4: LOAN PORTFOLIO FOR “CREDIT FACTORY” TECHNOLOGY AND “BUSINESS” PRODUCT LINE FOR SMALL
BUSINESSES AT SBERBANK
450
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400
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92.6
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50
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6.5
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Credit factory

2011

2012
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2014

Business Product Line

Our efforts at supporting small businesses have led to positive results:
▶▶ two complaints and claims per 1,000 active corporate clients and 1.5 – for small business clients (the average for
Russian banks is 56 complaints)2;
▶▶ small business customers’ satisfaction rate remained stable compared to the previous year and totalled 66 points
(for competitor banks this indicator decreased by one point over the same period).

2

According to “Finalta” consulting company.
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Small business support in the Group
TABLE 5: SMALL BUSINESS SUPPORT AT THE SUBSIDIARY BANKS OF SBERBANK GROUP IN 2014
Subsidiary bank

Measures implemented during the reporting period

Sberbank
Kazakhstan

“Sberbank Start up” product was added to the portfolio. This product is aimed at funding startup entrepreneurs and is
implemented by entrepreneurship development fund “Damu”
Improved performance of the Business development centre in Almaty by means of service extension and equipping offices
for clients’ negotiations
Organisation of work at Semey regional centre (branch in Ust-Kamenogorsk)

BPS-Sberbank

Cooperation with development banks in financing small business customers, including the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (a package of 15 energy efficiency projects was formed worth EUR 10 mn (RUB
504.6 mn)) and the Development Bank of the Republic of Belarus (9-project package was formed worth RUB 30 bn)
Training seminars on “Banking products as a financial instrument for the development of small and medium-size
businesses” in Mogilev, Brest, and Slutsk
Reforming the employee category system: employees were assigned specific functions to support credit operations in
order to increase employee specialisation and improve the quality of small business customer service

Sberbank Ukraine

Holding promotion campaigns that offer special conditions for small business clients: “Agrokapital” campaign provided
funds for purchasing agricultural products at special rates, and “Easy calculations” campaign for small business
customers engaged in export activities
Set-up in the contact centre of the separate technical support for front-office interactive system iFOBS, which is often used
by small business customers

DenizBank

Issue of a special credit card for small and medium-size businesses “SME Card”, which provides access to several
products: overdraft loans and loans with repayment in instalments. It can also be used as a corporate credit card (32% of
market share in Turkey by the number of cards issued for this category)
Launch of a new product for micro businesses that facilitates loan request processing and loan extension in one day
without collateral and with a minimal set of documents

Sberbank Europe
(Bosnia and
Herzegovina)

Launch of “Super businessman” campaign to support micro business together with the largest Croatian holding
company operating in the food industry and retail trade: clients of the holding company are provided with soft loans for
replenishment of current assets

Agricultural “Producer card” issued by DenizBank
DenizBank has been issuing a bankcard “Producer card” designed specifically for customers in the agricultural sector
for 10 years. The card enables producers to get a loan for a period of up to one year, with loan maturity tied to the
harvest period when producers earn their main income. This reduces their financial burden during the year and, in
particular, during the sowing period. The card can also be used for interest-free fuel purchases from partner companies
for up to five consecutive months. There is also a grace period during which producers can buy seeds, fertilisers, feed
and other agricultural commodities and pay with the card without the need to pay interest. In 2014 about 500,000
customers used the agricultural “Producer card”.
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2.3 CUSTOMER SERVICE IMPROVEMENT
Client satisfaction survey
We used the following key tools to monitor our customers’ satisfaction level:
▶▶ Net Promoter Score (NPS), which is based on customers’ responses to our questions regarding their willingness to
recommend Sberbank to their friends and acquaintances;
▶▶ Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI), which reflects to what extent provided services met customers’ requirements
and expectations (generally and by specific aspect).
FIGURE 5: SBERBANK’S NET PROMOTER SCORE
(NPS) 3 , %
Sberbank

Competitors

54%

FIGURE 6: SBERBANK’S CUSTOMER SATISFACTION INDEX
(CSI) 3 , POINTS
60%
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The results of both surveys show positive changes and constantly exceed the competitors’ indicators. We are going to continue
work to maintain high net promoter and customer satisfaction scores in 2015. To achieve this goal we are going, in particular,
to include NPS in the KPIs of our retail department employees.

Based on the results of the annual Net Promoter Score and Customer Satisfaction Index for Sberbank and competitor banks conducted by an
independent company.

3
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TABLE 6: EXAMPLES OF CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEYS CARRIED OUT BY GROUP MEMBERS IN 2014
Group member

Subject of survey

Method and scope of surveys

Results

BPS-Sberbank

Customer service in business units

Questionnaire survey on the official website –
464 participants

Best results: presentable
appearance of employees - 79%;
convenience of office locations 71%
Worst results: service rapidity –
57%

Call centre service

Telephone interviews with clients who used
the call centre in the last 1-3 days – 500
participants

Overall result – 84.6%
Client’s problem resolved after
the first call (First Contact
Resolution, FCR) – 85%

Sberbank
Kazakhstan

Service in business units

Questionnaire survey and telephone poll –
1.5% of the total customer base

Overall result – 4.6 out of
5 points

Sberbank Ukraine

Servicing customers who have been
bank clients for more than 6 months

-

Overall result – 86.9%

First impression about the quality of
service (Welcome Call)

A survey of customers who purchased their
first product in the bank

Overall Rating – 85.4%

Call centre service

Automatic telephone survey after completion
of a conversation with the operator – 26% of
clients addressing the call centre

Politeness – 96%

Cetelem

Professionalism – 95%
Solution of the client’s problem
after the first call (FCR) – 93%

DenizBank

Small business customer service
operating in the production sector

Telephone survey – 1,500 clients per month

Small business loyalty index –
31%

Sberbank Europe
(Czech Republic)

Alternative channels of service: internet
banking and website

Online survey – 2,259 customers

Satisfaction with service quality –
61%, website – 71%, internet
banking – 74%
willingness to recommend the
bank – 67%

Yandex.Money
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Customer service in business units

Interview with 436 clients

Consumer loyalty index – 79%

Customer support and online service
channels

Telephone and online survey of more than 400
people who are Yandex.Money e-wallet users

Satisfaction level – 70%
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Handling customer complaints
In order to analyse the dynamics of customer complaints, we consider the number of complaints against the total scope of
banking transactions. In 2014 we were able to reduce the number of complaints for the first time despite a continuing increase
in the number of banking transactions by our clients.
FIGURE 7: CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS DYNAMIC PATTERN AT SBERBANK, 2012-2014
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To reduce the number of client complaints we took the following measures in 2014:
▶▶ developed a new version of Service Standards – the guidelines for our employees on how to deal with clients and
their complaints;
▶▶ introduced standards for transactional procedures for the most common issues (such as searching for and refunding
payments and handling any transactions’ issues that involve self-service machines) to facilitate instantaneous
assistance and prevent grievances.
Analysis of complaints in the Group revealed that most often complaints are connected to issues that arise while a customer is
making payments, depositing and withdrawing cash through ATM and internet booking. Also, our clients are not fully satisfied
with the quality of service and the terms of the products offered.
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TABLE 7: THE MOST COMMON COMPLAINTS AT SBERBANK AND SUBSIDIARY BANKS OF THE GROUP IN 2014
Sberbank

Cetelem
Bank

Sberbank
Ukraine

Sberbank
BPSKazakhstan Sberbank

Search for, refund and repeat transfer
of payments

˅

˅

˅

˅

Customer’s disagreement with
received, written-off or paid amounts

˅

Complaints regarding terms of
product or service and performance
of service

˅

Issues with self-service banking
machines

˅

Reasons for complaints

˅

Sberbank
Europe
˅

˅
˅

˅

˅

Poor performance of service by
personnel

˅

˅

˅

Delays in provision of services and
queues

˅

˅

˅

˅

˅

˅

˅
˅

˅

Difficulties reaching technical support
over a phone
˅

Problems with transactions in online
banking or other technical services
Complaints regarding alerts,
mass messaging, promotions and
advertising campaigns

DenizBank

˅

˅

˅

˅

˅

Customer complaints indicate areas of concern and we adjust our work accordingly in order to reduce complaints. Changes
made by the Group’s banks in 2014 include:
▶▶ introduction of an operational schedule for servicing self-service machines (repair, replacement and preventive
maintenance) in local banks that had three or more client complaints per week (Sberbank);
▶▶ reviewing the processing of registers on payments (Cetelem Bank);
▶▶ upgrading the service quality training programme for employees in the branches and contact centre (Sberbank
Ukraine);
▶▶ linking the number of complaints with employees’ appraisal (Cetelem Bank);
▶▶ introducing requirements to publish changes in terms of products or service provision 60 days prior to their
implementation (Sberbank Europe);
▶▶ growth in the number of connection channels with technical support (BPS-Sberbank);
▶▶ reduction of the number of transactions that require mandatory use of paper documents (Sberbank Europe) and
others.
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Reducing queues at Sberbank
In 2014 we continued to monitor customer flows using an automated queue management system (QMS). Based on the year’s
results, we achieved our targeted performance indicators: the waiting-in-line time was less than 10 minutes for 93% of our
customers4.
TABLE 8: RESULTS OF THE NO QUEUES! PROGRAMME
Indicator

2012

2013

2014

Number of customer service outlets equipped with QMS

4,902

5,620

6,247

the outlets equipped with QMS and connected to the automatic monitoring system

85%

100%

100%

Share of customers who waited in queues less than 10 minutes

92%

92%

93%

2.4 ENSURING SECURITY
To ensure the privacy and security of personal data and clients’ funds we take organisational and technical measures covering
all service channels (face-to-face as well as remote). In 2014, we achieved the following results in fighting fraud at Sberbank:
▶▶ 71 attempts of theft of corporate funds and 87,000 attempts of theft of individuals’ funds were prevented and the
amount of prevented damage equals to RUB 2.9 bn;
▶▶ in cooperation with law enforcement authorities Sberbank suppressed the activity of some cybercriminal groups
that made mass attacks on Sberbank clients’ funds; the criminals were arrested and prosecuted;
▶▶ attempts of fraud for a total of RUB 0.8 bn were detected and prevented in trade outlets that accept credit cards for
payment through payment terminals of Sberbank.

Antiskimming measures
Due to an increasing number of self-service machines we focus on antiskimming measures. During the year we were
implementing our preplanned technical security for self-service machines against skimming. We installed more than
13,000 sets of active antiskimming equipment and developed a system of interaction among Sberbank branches to be
used while checking reports of suspected skimming. As a result, 702 cases of possible skimming were prevented, 142
sets of skimming equipment were confiscated and about RUB 4.7 bn of financial damage was avoided.

We also continued to work on raising the level of security of our information systems to protect the personal data of our clients.
In particular, Data Leak/Loss Prevention (DLP) system was introduced in 2014 and a certification audit of the main processing
centre of Sberbank was conducted to comply with the international safety standards of the payment card industry PCI DSS.

4

Data is provided for the сustomer service outlets that are connected to the QMS automatic monitoring system.
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Subsidiary banks and affiliated companies of the Group implemented the following measures in order to secure clients’ personal
data in 2014:
▶▶ Cetelem Bank implemented access control systems on the bank premises, limiting employee access to the
premises where customer information is processed and stored, and obtained a licence to work with cryptography;
▶▶ BPS-Sberbank replaced magnetic strip cards with cards with EMV standard chip cards and activated a secured
payments service via Verified by Visa and MasterCard Secure Code;
▶▶ Sberbank Kazakhstan modernised its surveillance system in the cashier’s offices (in particular, the archiving period
was increased and the quality of recording was improved) and opened a centre for monitoring technical security
systems (fire and emergency alarm);
▶▶ Yandex.Money was audited according to PCI DSS, improved the procedure for fighting fishing and introduced a 24hour surveillance system in its offices;
▶▶ DenizBank was certified in accordance with ISO 27001, ISAE 3402, and COBIT standards, and others.

2.5 PROCUREMENT ACTIVITIES
Increasing procurement efficiency
In order to raise purchasing efficiency, we implement the process of centralisation of the purchasing function in the central
office, which entered the final stage in 2014. We introduced a new organisational structure – Centre for logistics – and launched
the Supply transformation programme aimed at increasing the quality of purchasing and reducing the purchasing time. We also
made some improvements in our regulatory framework with the following results:
▶▶ a new draft of the Regulations on purchasing was developed;
▶▶ a new contract negotiation concept was introduced, which significantly reduces signing time;
▶▶ the share of standard contracts signed in the central office reached 73.5% (69% in 2013).
Purchasing will be further expanded through the entire branch network of Sberbank. Thus in 2014 the pilot projects to centralise
purchasing in North-West Bank and Central Chernozyomny Bank were already completed. As a result, a single purchasing unit
will be set up in each region what will make it possible to expand the purchasing volume and reduce the number of personnel
involved in purchasing activities.
Procurement from local suppliers and small businesses
We attracted about 6,300 suppliers in the whole Sberbank Group in 2014. Due to the specifics of our activity, our main suppliers
are IT companies (on average 20-30% of total sum spent on purchasing), leaseholders, advertising, marketing and design
agencies, providers of office equipment and stationary. We try to buy from local businesses5 to support economic activity of
other companies in our regions of operation. The share of purchases from local businesses in 2014 totalled 95%.

5
Local suppliers include legal entities and individual entrepreneurs that supply products or services to a Group member and are registered in
the same country as this Group member.
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TABLE 9: PURCHASES BY THE GROUP
2012

2013

2014

Share of local suppliers in the purchasing budget6

96.5%

93.6%

95.0%

Share of small and medium-sized businesses in the purchasing budget

34.0%

31.0%

34.5%

We also aim at buying from medium-sized businesses and small businesses to encourage and support entrepreneurship. Thus
the share of this supplier category in the purchasing budget of Sberbank was 33% in 2014, which considerably exceeds the 18%
requirement set by the Ministry of Economic Development under the road map Improving the Access of Small- and MediumSized Businesses to Procurements of Infrastructure Monopolies and State-Owned Companies.

2.6 COMPLIANCE RISK MANAGEMENT
We are currently developing a uniform system for compliance risks management across the entire Sberbank Group. The purpose
of this system is to ensure that our activity is in line with legal regulations and best business practices relative to:
▶▶ fighting money laundering and financing of terrorism;
▶▶ controlling the economic sanctions imposed by the Russian Federation, international organisations and individual
states;
▶▶ supporting market behaviour and fair competition when making transactions on financial markets;
▶▶ preventing use of insider information and price manipulation on financial markets;
▶▶ managing conflict of interest and fighting corruption;
▶▶ complying with any other ethical norms of employee conduct.
To create the uniform system in 2013, we developed an organisational structure of compliance business units in Sberbank,
and in 2014 set up a compliance function in our subsidiary banks and the Group’s companies, adopted unified methodological
approaches to managing compliance risks and implemented them among Group members.
Furthermore, one of our goals in 2014 was to develop initiatives aimed at promoting a compliance-oriented model of the Group’s
employee conduct and maintaining a strong connection between employees’ behaviour and financial compensation. With the
purpose of developing compliance culture and increasing the level of employee awareness, we created training programmes
in different areas of compliance, and provide regular employee trainings. All employees are informed of the compliance
requirements upon employment and have face-to-face or distance trainings.

6
Local suppliers include legal entities and individual entrepreneurs that supply products or services to a Group member and are registered in
the same country as this Group member.
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Fighting corruption
In order to improve our performance in fighting corruption, we assessed risks related to corruption in all Group members.
TABLE 10: MAIN CORRUPTION RISKS REVEALED DURING RISK ASSESSMENT IN SBERBANK GROUP IN 2014
Risks revealed during assessment

Measures to mininise risks

Risks of failure to observe requirements of the Policy for fighting
corruption

Automation of registers containing information that has to be collected
and analysed in order to update and observe the Policy requirements

Risks of delays of violation reports

Creating a unified information environment to exchange information about
violations
Providing a Hotline for bank employees

Risks of corruption in purchasing activities

Introducing compliance procedures in the purchasing process
Improving the purchasing system
Informing purchasing employees of the bank principles in the area of
fighting corruption and including liabilities for observing these principles
in job descriptions

Based on the evaluation results an Anti-Corruption Policy was developed, which defines a number of interconnected principles
and procedures for fighting corruption in the Bank and the Group. It covers all employee regardless of their position. This Policy
is the basis of the Anti-Corruption Programme of Sberbank Group and manifests the principle of the Bank and the Group not to
accept corruption in any form (“zero tolerance” principle). In 2014, the Group members adopted and consistently implemented
their own internal documents and procedures to prevent corruption as required by the Policy.
The Group’s activities had a positive impact: we observed a reduction in corruption records in the bank’s subsidiaries and zero
records among affiliated companies. The number of corruption cases in Sberbank decreased from 68 in 2013 to 11 in 2014.
FIGURE 8: TOTAL NUMBER OF CASES OF CORRUPTION IN SUBSIDIARY BANKS AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES OF SBERBANK
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3 SOCIAL IMPACT
3.1 ENSURING AVAILABILITY OF FINANCIAL SERVICES
Developing our branch network we aim to place our offices in convenient locations in order to gain as many customers as
possible. Using geomarketing technologies we identify areas with high concentration of customers and open customer service
outlets near the places where these people live, work and study, or open outlets close to major pedestrian traffic routes. We
opened 302 service outlets in new places in 2014 while 545 service outlets were moved to other places and 1,138 service
outlets were closed because of their inefficient location.
When designing our network we are trying to provide equal access to our services to customers throughout Russia, including
underdeveloped and low-populated areas7, where doing business could be economically challenging. While overall reduction of
number of service outlets in 2014, the share of branches in those regions increased by percentage point and constituted 27%.
We also continue to develop a network of self-service machines. During the reporting year the number of self-service machines
increased by 15% in underdeveloped and low-populated areas.
TABLE 11: SBERBANK’S SERVICES CHANNELS DEVELOPMENT IN RUSSIA, INCLUDING IN UNDERDEVELOPED AND LOWPOPULATED AREAS
Parameter

2012

2013

2014

18,377

17,882

17,046

-4,7%

5,318

4,672

4,627

-1,0%

29%

26%

27%

Number of ATMs

73,973

89,016

90,059

1%

Including those located in underdeveloped and low-populated areas

18,534

22,117

25,334

15%

25%

25%

28%

Number of customer service outlets
Including those located in underdeveloped and low-populated areas
Share, %

Share, %

Changes during the
reporting period

We also try to make our services available to the customers living in rural areas. For this purpose we develop various banking
services: we open mobile banking service points, install self-service machines and improve remote channels (Mobile Banking
and Sberbank Online). Thus, in 2014 the number of mobile banking service points increased by 33% compared with the previous
year and the number of active users of Internet banking more than doubled.

7

More information on the application of the methodology is available in the About the Report section.
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FIGURE 9: DEVELOPMENT OF SBERBANK’S REMOTE CHANNELS
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Improving bank’s services availability under the “Online village” project
We initiated a pilot project called “Online village” to make our services available in small villages in remote areas. The
project included the following activities:
▶▶ installation of free internet kiosks at the administrations and public institutions with access to banking services
through Sberbank Online and Sberbank Business Online, to the personal account of network operators and to
public services portal;
▶▶ meetings and trainings of local customers on how to operate the remote banking services;
▶▶ support of activists in promoting online services to the public.
In 2014, six regional banks participated in the project and 104 service outlets in 11 regions of Russia were opened:
Altai and Stavropol Territories, Tambov, Novgorod, Pskov, Tomsk, Kemerovo, Novosibirsk, Kirov, Nizhny Novgorod,
and Orenburg Regions.
This project helped people in remote areas to repay loans, pay for traffic fines and communication services, pay for
utilities and taxes without going to regional centres. Residents of villages will also be able to get access to a public
services portal to schedule an appointment with a doctor, to apply for a passport and to ask questions to the municipal
authorities.
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In 2014, the number of customer service outlets increased in Turkey, Kazakhstan, and Europe. In Belarus, there was a decrease
in the number of branches due to the implementation of the offices reformatting programme (24 ineffective sales points were
closed and four new ones were opened). The total branch network of Sberbank Group outside Russia counts 1,455 customer
service outlets.
FIGURE 10: CUSTOMER SERVICE OUTLETS IN SUBSIDIARY BANKS OF SBERBANK GROUP
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FIGURE 11: SHARE OF CUSTOMER SERVICE OUTLETS AND ATMS OF SUBSIDIARY BANKS OF SBERBANK GROUP, LOCATED IN
UNDERDEVELOPED AND LOW-POPULATED AREAS
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The Group’s subsidiary banks as well as Sberbank demonstrate a tendency towards expansion of remote channels. The number
of ATMs increased by 7% versus the previous year, while the number of mobile and online banking users doubled.
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Reformatting of customer service outlets
In 2014 we continued to implement Branch Network Reformatting programme in Russia, which includes office upgrade to make
them more ergonomic and comfortable. The result of the programme implementation was reformatting 68% of the branch
network in the cities.
TABLE 12: REFORMATTING OF BRANCH NETWORK OFFICES PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS IN RUSSIA
Parameter

2012

2013

2014

Changes during the
reporting period

Number of reformatted customer service outlets (cumulatively),
including:

2,835

4,612

5,997

30%

2,063

3,339

4,189

24%

772

1,273

1,808

45%

in big cities (population more than 100,000 people)
in small cities (population less than 100,000 people, villages)

Improving accessibility for disabled people
During reformatting we continued to adapt our offices to the needs of people with disabilities. Offices were equipped with ramps
or lifts, and reception desks were installed at a lower level to implement a “sitting-sitting” format of service. A call-button was
mounted near the office entrance so that disabled client can call for assistance and access the premises with help of a bank
employee.
TABLE 13: ADAPTATION OF CUSTOMER SERVICE OUTLETS TO THE NEEDS OF DISABLED PEOPLE IN RUSSIA
Parameter

2012

2013

2014

Changes during the
reporting period

Number of customer service outlets equipped with ramps or
low desks

3,008

5,119

6,504

27,1%

17,318

20,213

22,282

10,2%

Number of ATMs customised for disabled people (placed at
a lower level and equipped with Braille)

In 2014 share of customer service outlets in Russia adapted to the needs of disabled people increased by 9 percentage points
and constituted 38.2% of all outlets.
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FIGURE 12. SHARE OF CUSTOMER SERVICE OUTLETS ADAPTED FOR DISABLED PEOPLE
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FIGURE 13. SHARE OF ATMS ADAPTED FOR DISABLED PEOPLE
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3.2 ENHANCING FINANCIAL LITERACY
As a part of our efforts to improve the population’s financial literacy, we provide information about basic banking products, form
a responsible attitude to personal finances and explain how to use new online services.
Working with the population, we apply a targeted approach to its various categories. One of our innovations was the launch of
a training programme targeted at specifically senior people – the so-called “New opportunities club”. At the pensioners’ club
seminars we talk about banking products and teach senior people how to use online banking by means of easy and interactive
examples from real life.
For young people we initiated a course of lectures about foundations of the financial system in our times entitled “Investing in the
future”. The course was specifically designed by lecturers from the Plekhanov Russian Academy of Economics and implemented
together with “Universarium” e-learning system. We also launched our entertainment application “Financial games” on three
social networks in 2014. The game idea is based on the popular TV show “Brain ring”, where participants must quickly answer
financial questions. The application allows teams to compete in the same or between different social networks (Vkontakte,
Odnoklassniki, and Facebook) and was installed by more than 239,000 users.
For children, Sberbank opened its office in the “Masterslavl” (Moscow) and “Kidburg” (St. Petersburg) children’s centres.
Furthermore, a day celebrating financial literacy for children in grades 1-5 was held on September 1st, the Day of Knowledge.
Within this project children learn about banking careers in a simple game form, pretending to be cashiers or collectors. Thus,
the bank aims at generating a positive image of the profession and installing a habit of seeking help in banking institutions for
financial matters.
At the beginning of the school year the bank launched the “Financy Prosto” specialised portal (www.finprosto.ru), which is the
basis of Sberbank’s communication programme to improve financial literacy. On the portal users can receive detailed theoretical
information on existing financial products and services. Moreover, it has features that motivate users to continue ongoing
training and to improve their knowledge in the financial area. About 1 million unique visitors have visited the portal since it was
launched.
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TABLE 14: KEY INITIATIVES TO ENHANCE FINANCIAL LITERACY IN SBERBANK GROUP IN 2014

Public group

Initiatives

Result

Coverage/country

Pensioners

Training seminars for senior citizens by the
“New opportunities club”

12 pilot seminars

Five Russian cities

Days of financial literacy for pensioners

52 events

1,230 pensioners in Belarus

Students and
schoolchildren

Lessons in financial literacy at schools and
large universities and colleges together with
international youth organisation AIESEC

44 schools and 10 universities

More than 7,000 school and
university students in Russia

Days of financial literacy for school students
8-12 years old

66 events

1,500 school students in Belarus

“Financy Prosto” portal, dedicated to financial
literacy (www.finprosto.ru)

Special resource, incl.
informational, training,
interactive materials and
services

More than 1 mn unique visitors
in Russia

Regular special project “Personal finances”
on RBC

Free access to articles and news

More than 6 mn unique visitors
in Russia

Course of lectures “Investing in the future”,
created together with the Russian system of
online education “Universarium”

2 courses (in spring and autumn)

More than 116,000 people signed
up for courses in Russia

Application “Financial games” on three social
networks (Vkontakte, Odnoklassniki, and
Facebook)

On-line training on basic banking
products

More than 239,000 downloads
in Russia

Regular “Financy Prosto from Sberbank”
broadcast on NTV channel as a part of “Dobroe
Utro” show

11 stories, 3-5 minutes length
each

More than 1.1 mn people in
Russia

Regular “Financy Prosto from Sberbank” line in
“Argumenty I Fakty” newspaper

20 notes in simple perception
form (infographic, questionanswer, ”cut and keep” note)

More than 4.8 mn people in
Russia

On-site events

Online initiatives
Public at large

School students and
university students

Possibility to choose products
and calculate interest rates

Initiatives in mass media
Wide community
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3.3 SOCIALLY ORIENTED PRODUCTS
Sberbank has an important function as an intermediary for social payments to the general population, including pensions,
scholarships, and allowances for children. We distribute payments to 36.7 million people in total, accounting for a quarter of
the Russian population.
TABLE 15: NUMBER OF CLIENTS RECEIVING SOCIAL PAYMENTS THROUGH SBERBANK
Payment

Number of clients, mn
2013

2014

21.8

23.3

Military pensions

2.3

2.4

Allowances and scholarships

2.6

3

Pensions and other payments of Pension Fund of Russia

Children’s allowance
Pensions based on agreements with private pension funds
Total

8

7.4

0.6

0.6

35.3

36.7

Pensioner support
Sberbank not only makes pension payments, but also offers products on special conditions to customers of retirement age:
bankcard for pension, loans at lower interest rates, and deposits at special rates. In 2014, the number of pensioners using
“social” cards increased to 26.4 million (18.5 million in 2013). The number of deposit agreements concluded with retirees on
special conditions exceeded 30 million in the reporting period.
In 2014 we introduced a new service for pensioners and some vulnerable categories of citizens to get free federal retirement
benefit statements and other types of social benefits from the pension fund of the Russian Federation, credited to one’s Sberbank
account. Clients can get helped at any Sberbank customer outlet or through Sberbank Online service.
In order to evaluate the results of our work with special population groups, we are monitoring the satisfaction rate of our
customers in different segments on an annual basis. NPS and satisfaction of retirees demonstrate stable and good results –
64% and 88 points respectively. It is noteworthy that results of these studies in the pensioners’ segment exceed the average
values for all Sberbank clients (60% and 86 points respectively).
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FIGURE 14: PENSIONERS’ NET PROMOTER SCORE
(NPS) 8 , %
Sberbank
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FIGURE 15: SURVEY OF PENSIONERS’ SATISFACTION RATE
(CSI) 8 , POINTS
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BPS-Sberbank has developed a special bank deposit for retirees “Pensionny”, which offers an increased interest rate, and the
banking package “Pensionny-Legkiy”, which includes issuance of a bankcard and other services. DenizBank together with the
Turkish association of retired persons issued a bankcard that provided retirees with various bonuses. The number of cardholders
increased from 89.7 thousand to 208.4 thousand people during 2014.

Student Support
Sberbank launched a new product entitled “Government-supported student loan” in August 2014, which aims to stimulate the
development of secondary technical and higher education in the Russian Federation, and is implemented jointly with the Ministry
of Education and Science of the Russian Federation. As a part of the programme, the government partly reimburses to students
the cost of study at ¾ of the refinancing rate. Thus, the student loan rate will be ¼ of the refinancing rate plus five percentage
points, which at the moment is only 7.06%. The lending programme aims at long-term training of students and 10 years after
graduation students can extend the loan periods in some cases. This is a pilot project and it will be extended in 2015.
We issue the “Molodezhnaya” debit and credit card specially for young people with a low annual fee, discounts, accrued bonuses
and special offers from payment systems. In 2014, the transactional activity with “Molodezhnaya” cards grew by 6%.
NPS and satisfaction level of young people with our services is consistently higher than that of our competitors. In 2014, NPS
increased significantly. The number of young people who are ready to recommend us to their friends and relatives increased by
8 percentage points as compared to the previous year.

8
According to the annual Loyalty and Client Satisfaction Survey of service quality in Sberbank and in competitor banks conducted by an
independent company.
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FIGURE 16: YOUTH SEGMENT NPS 9 , %
Sberbank

FIGURE 17: SURVEY OF CUSTOMER SATISFACTION INDEX
FOR THE YOUTH SEGMENT (CSI) 9 , POINTS
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DenizBank, a Sberbank Group member, also provides students with education loans at reduced rates. In addition, in collaboration
with four major universities of Turkey, DenizBank produces credit cards which are used as student access cards at the same
time. The bank developed special “Youth” accounts for students with bonuses and special offers without a service fee. Education
loans are also provided by BPS-Sberbank and Sberbank Kazakhstan.
Housing loans
An important social task for Sberbank is to increase affordability of housing for the population. For this purpose we adopted
a new customer service model for mortgage lending by expanding the network for acceptance of mortgage applications in
2014. Now to file an application our customers do not need to go to the mortgage centre – they can apply at any bank office
with the sales manager or mortgage lending manager’s assistance. In 2013 our clients were consulted by 2,000 Sberbank
professionals and in 2014 the number of qualified mortgage sales consultants increased to 20,000, which significantly simplified
the population’s access to mortgages.

9
Based on the results of the annual Net Promoter Score and Customer Satisfaction Index for Sberbank and competitor banks conducted by an
independent company.
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TABLE 16. MAIN SOCIALLY ORIENTED PRODUCTS OF SBERBANK’S HOUSING LOANS
Product

Preferential terms10

Year 2013 results

Year 2014 results

Young family

Reduced initial payment (10%)
Deferred repayment of principal debt

110.1 thousand loans granted
worth

183.7 thousand granted
worth over RUB 284 bn

Conducting of promotional campaigns

over RUB 156 bn

Annual interest rate from 9.5% for up to 20 years11

1.6 granted worth

3.6 granted worth

Initial payment of 10%

over RUB 2.78 bn

over RUB 6.6 bn

Military mortgage –
finished
housing acquisition

Loans are repaid with targeted housing loans provided
to soldiers by the government

Mortgage plus
maternity capital

Use of maternity capital as an initial payment on a loan
or on its repayment

Maternity capital used by
107 thousand borrowers to
repay loans for an amount of
RUB 43.8 bn

Maternity capital used by
120.7 thousand borrowers to
repay loans for an amount of
RUB 46.5 bn

Regional housing
programmes

Acceptance of housing and other certificates which
confirm that certificate holders are entitled to financing
from regional or federal housing programmes

26 thousand loans loans
granted worth RUB 40 bn

12.2 thousand loans loans
granted worth RUB 66 bn

Subsidies from regional and local government, as well
as from employers
State housing
certificates

Participation in the federal targeted programme of
housing to implement state obligations to provide
housing to certain categories of citizens stipulated by
federal legislation

Through Sberbank
13.4 thousand certificates
granted worth RUB 25.9 bn

Through Sberbank
9.7 thousand certificates
granted worth RUB 20.2 bn

Building-and-loan
associations (Popular
Mortgage)

Accumulation of the initial payment on special accounts
from 3 to 6 years

4.2 thousand accumulative
deposits opened worth
RUB 657 mn12

10 thousand accumulative
deposits opened worth
RUB 1.2 bn

Fixed reduced interest rate from 6 to 8% per year

48 loans granted worth
RUB 29 mn

Regional government budget subsidises up to 30% of
participants savings
Special Offer for
teachers

Special conditions for education workers: a 0.5%
discount to the interest rate reduced to 10% of initial
payment, loan term up to 14 years13

-

2.1 thousand loans granted
worth RUB 2.7 bn

Sberbank Kazakhstan also implements “Young family” programme, meanwhile BPS-Sberbank provides loans at reduced
interest rates to people who need to improve their housing conditions. Within the state programme for reconstruction of houses
located in the areas of Turkey with high risk of earthquakes, DenizBank provides loans for modernisation of buildings for the
second consecutive year.

 	 Indicated favourable conditions were effective in 2013-2014.
 	 In 2013 the rate was 10.5%. At the beginning of 2015 the rate was 12.5% for a period up to 15 years.
12
 	 Data provided for the end of the period cumulatively.
13
 	 The event was dedicated to the International Day of Teachers and took place from 26.09 to 31.12.2014
10
11
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3.4 INVESTING IN HUMAN CAPITAL
3.4.1 Key characteristics of Sberbank Group personnel
The total number of employees of Sberbank Group amounted to about 369.4 thousand people in 2014, 319.4 thousand of
which are staff employees14. Furthermore, 86% of all employees (275.7 thousand) work for Sberbank. Most of our staff have
permanent contracts (97% of the total staff) and work on a full-time basis (85%).
FIGURE 18: SBERBANK GROUP HEADCOUNT
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FIGURE 19: SBERBANK GROUP HEADCOUNT IN 2014 BY GENDER
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14

The data are presented consistently with the scope of the Report (see Section “About the Report”).
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FIGURE 20: SBERBANK GROUP HEADCOUNT IN 2014 BY AGE
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FIGURE 21: SBERBANK GROUP HEADCOUNT IN 2014 BY EMPLOYEE GROUP
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3.4.2 Training system development
Training for employees
When training employees we focus on the improvement of their professional expertise and competencies. In addition, we
develop their managerial and social skills. In 2014 we developed 94 new full-time training programmes, 18 of which are crossfunctional, namely, applicable to several functional blocks. The programmes are primarily focused on the training of basic
concepts and operations required for work and communication with the customers to ensure compliance with the bank’s quality
standards.
We provided training for 251.3 thousand employees in 2014, and thereby fulfilled 95% of the training plan. The average hours of
training per employee was more than 46 hours15.
In order to improve the training programmes, we regularly ask our employees to provide feedback on the training courses and
whether they turned out to be useful. According to the results of the feedback questionnaires, the average training satisfaction
score of Sberbank employees reached 9.44 points out of 10 in 2014.
Training for Management
When providing training for managers, we pay maximum attention to the development of their leadership, managerial and
professional competencies.
TABLE 17: MOST SIGNIFICANT TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES FOR SBERBANK MANAGERS

Programme name
«Workshop for managers
of customer service
outlets (CSO)»

Sberbank 500

Partner

Programme goal

-

Creation of uniform management culture, support of the new
Sberbank strategy, creation of commitment to corporate
values, improving the quality of services and customer
centricity

Institut européen
d’administration des affaires
(INSEAD)

Number of
participants

18,732

Systematic training of managers aimed at increasing their
general level of managerial knowledge and skills necessary
to successfully perform their duties in accordance with the
bank’s strategy and the corporate model of competencies

361

Finance and management
for bankers

London Business School
(LBS)

Training of senior executives based on a specially designed
and customised finance, banking and management
programme: project finance, risk management, marketing,
corporate culture and change management. The programme
is based on working with strategic projects

65

Personnel reserve
development programme

Centre for Creative
Leadership (CCL)

Training for personnel reserve to fill the positions of vicechairpersons of regional banks and directors of departments

47

Distance learning
We continue to develop the practice of online training for our employees. Distance learning is efficient for studying computer
programmes, legislative standards and requirements, and for acquiring basic knowledge in the fields of personal growth and
management. The major resource for distance learning is our Sberbank Corporate University Virtual School. The portal offers
many opportunities for studying and self-development, including more than 400 units of learning content (multimedia courses,
video lectures, iPad applications, articles, etc.), e-books, webinars, and online conferences. Today 36,000 users are registered
on the portal, more than half of which completed at least two courses in 2014. On average, each user accrues five training
courses a year.
15

The number includes distance training.
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Training development in Sberbank Group
All Group companies provide training to employees and managers primarily aimed at the development of the following skills:
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶

leadership and managerial competence;
professional knowledge (required for work);
personal qualities and social skills (soft skills);
command of foreign languages;
knowledge of computer applications.

TABLE 18: THE DURATION OF TRAINING FOR EMPLOYEES IN SUBSIDIARY BANKS AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES OF
SBERBANK GROUP IN 2014
Subsidiary banks and affiliated
companies of the Group
Average duration of training per employee, hours

Including:
Subsidiary banks

Affiliated companies

26

29

8

including per one employee

27

29

10

including per one manager

18

24

5

3.4.3 Attracting young professionals
We are interested in attracting students and young professionals, and actively cooperate with various educational institutions.
Every year more than 13,000 students take part in practical training at Sberbank. We created 14 basic academic departments
(functionally similar to Sberbank units) in Russian higher education institutions, which provide over 100 training courses for
students and employees of the regional banks of Sberbank. In addition, we sponsor “Banks Battle”, an International student
competition in commercial bank management.
In subsidiary banks and affiliated companies there are special “graduate” programmes aimed at attracting and developing
students and graduates. In particular, in 2014 Sberbank Kazakhstan signed 20 agreements with higher education institutions,
where the bank held 23 events and attracted about 220 trainees. In total, in 2014 the share of personnel under the age of 30
employed by subsidiary banks and affiliated companies constituted 71.4% of all new employees hires during the year.
3.4.4 Career ending management and continued employability programmes
Through Outplacement programme Sberbank provides assistance to its former employees with further employment or career
ending due to retirement or termination of employment. In 2014, 3,608 people participated in the personnel monitoring and
support programme during headcount optimisation at Sberbank, which accounted for 6% of dismissed employees.
BPS-Sberbank applies some of the Outplacement instruments: provides employees facing layoffs under labour legislation with
recommendation letters and one day off per week to seek employment with other employers. In Switzerland, the bank works
together with a local organisation that provides three-month support to employees who quitted their jobs at the bank. After the
closure of one of the branches of Sberbank Europe in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2014, several employees of the branch were
transferred to another European subsidiary bank.
3.4.5 Motivation and compensation of employees
In 2014, we increased the salaries of ordinary employees, especially of those who work directly with Sberbank clients in
customer service outlets. Also, as part of the annual comparison of the salaries with the market level, in the second half of 2014
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we raised salaries of employees in some Sberbank units where a salary lag was found. Due to the increase in salaries and total
number of employees, labour costs raised by approximately 13% in 2014.
Due to changes in the customer service business model, we continued to improve the system of incentives for the employees
of the Retail business and Corporate business units in 2014.
3.4.6 Employee performance assessment
All Sberbank employees undergo annual performance assessment as a part of Performance management system that
consists of two assessment tools: performance assessment (fulfilment of annual goals) and compliance assessment of
personal competences with the corporate competency model (“5+” assessment). The system ensures interconnection between
performance results, career development and financial reward of employees. In 2014 due to the development of Performance
management system and introduction of a new corporate competency model we updated the regulation base for the employee
performance assessments.
Subsidiary banks and affiliated companies of the Group use their own performance monitoring systems, with the help of which
84% of employees were assessed in 2014.
3.4.7 Improving Employee Engagement and Satisfaction
We conducted the fifth annual survey of employee engagement and satisfaction in 2014, which covered over 148,000 Sberbank
employees. In 2014 the employee engagement index grew considerably (68.9 points), demonstrating the best result for all
years of the survey leaving behind the average level of Russian companies (63 points) and reaching the average level of global
financial companies. We can see a strong positive trend of the index at all directly controlled regional banks and branches. All
the involvement factors demonstrated considerable growth, including, to the greatest extent, satisfaction with the Sberbank top
management, the system of incentives, remuneration and benefits for employees. The result was influenced, above all, by the
8% salary increase for certain categories of employees and by the transition to 100% coverage by Sberbank of the voluntary
medical insurance (VMI) for employees working over one year.
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FIGURE 22: SBERBANK’S EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT INDEX
     Sberbank’s employee engagement index
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Subsidiary banks and affiliated companies conduct their own employee engagement and satisfaction surveys both in respect to
particular employment aspects and work in the company as a whole.
TABLE 19: EXAMPLES OF EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT AND SATISFACTION SURVEY IN SBERBANK GROUP
Group member

Research results of engagement and satisfaction in 2014

Cetelem Bank

According to the results of the survey which involved 30% of the staff, the social policy satisfaction index was
6.22 points out of 10. The bank considered introduction of co-payment for VMI insurance policy, however, after
the majority of employees stated in the survey that they were not willing to make partial payments for the VMI policies
(71%), it was decided to pay the full price of VMI.

BPS-Sberbank

According to the survey, which involved 50% subsidiaries of the BPS-Sberbank regional network, the quality of work
of the human resource department was assessed at 7.8 points out of 10.

Sberbank-Technologies

According to the online survey, employee engagement of Sberbank-Technologies was 67.1 points

Sberbank Insurance

According to the results of a survey conducted among the employees of all departments, the index of satisfaction
with the quality of internal services was 3.4 points out of 5.

Yandex.Money

According to the results of the engagement survey, which involved 65% of employees, 87% of employees have
positive perceptions of the company and are satisfied with their work.

Sberbank Europe
(Austria)

According to the results of the survey which involved 81% of the staff, the index of satisfaction was 65.7 points out
of 100. The reason for the low rating was the work schedule, which was not flexible enough and resulted in overtime
work. In this regard, a new system will be introduced in the subsidiary bank which will provide a possibility of building
a more flexible work schedule.

Sberbank Europe
(Czech Republic)

According to the results of the survey, which involved 80% of the staff, the satisfaction index was 66.7 points and
the engagement index was 67.8 points.

Sberbank Europe
(Croatia)

According to the results of the survey which involved 98% of the staff, the engagement index was 64.8 points.
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3.4.8 Corporate benefits
The main corporate benefits at Sberbank Group are VMI costs coverage (51% of total financing), life insurance (25%), and the
corporate pension plan (17%). In 2014 Sberbank Group spent RUB 5.7 bn on the corporate benefits financing. The amount of
payment per employee of the Group increased by 16%.
TABLE 20: BENEFITS FINANCING PROGRAMMES IN SBERBANK GROUP

Total benefits programmes financing, RUB mn
Benefits per employee, RUB

2012

2013

2014

4,104

4,584

5,729

14,823

15,440

17,937

Voluntary medical insurance
At the request of our employees, starting from 2014 Sberbank began to cover 100% of the VMI cost for employees working in
the company for more than one year. As a result, the number of employees who joined the VMI programme in 2014 increased
by more than four times and the financing by Sberbank increased by more than 2.5 times compared to the previous reporting
period.
TABLE 21: NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS AND THE AMOUNT OF VMI FINANCING BY SBERBANK

Number of participants in the programme, persons
Programme financing, RUB mn

2012

2013

2014

65,000

63,000

267,000

486

520

1,400

The majority of subsidiary banks and affiliated companies of the Group also provide VMI to their employees. In particular, from
2014 Sberbank Kazakhstan and the Corporate University also cover 100% of the VMI cost for the employees who worked more
than one year. In Cetelem Bank a free VMI policy is available for employees working with the bank over six months. Employees
of Sberbank Ukraine and their relatives are offered insurance policies at reduced rates.
Corporate pension plan
Corporate pensions are provided to the employees through Sberbank Private Pension Fund (PPF). The number of participants
and the amount of financing of the pension plan demonstrate steady growth: compared to the previous reporting period, in 2014
the number of participants in the programme increased by 10% and the volume of financing increased by 22%.
TABLE 22: NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS AND FINANCING OF SBERBANK CORPORATE PENSION PLAN

Number of participants in the programme, persons
Programme financing, RUB mn

2012

2013

2014

140,000

155,000

171,000

1,945

2,138

2,611

The corporate pension plans are also available at BPS-Sberbank, DenizBank, Sberbank Switzerland, and Sberbank Insurance.
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Accident and critical illness insurance
Sberbank employees are provided with accident and critical illness insurance. When an insured event occurs (disability, injury,
critical illness, a need for long-term treatment or death) payments are made to the injured or to his/her family. The number of
participants and the amount of financing of this programme has remained stable over the past three years.
TABLE 23: NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS AND THE AMOUNT OF FINANCING OF THE SBERBANK ACCIDENT AND CRITICAL
ILLNESS INSURANCE PROGRAMME

Number of participants in the programme, persons
Programme financing, RUB mn

2012

2013

2014

262,000

267,000

273,000

837

818

780

The benefit is also provided to the employees of Sberbank PPF, Sberbank Insurance, Sberbank Technologies and Yandex.Money.
Sberbank Kazakhstan provides this type of insurance to the employees of the cash collection service.
3.4.9 Occupational health and safety
Approach to occupational health and safety
Sberbank launched a special assessment process of workplace conditions in 2014, and developed and approved the following
regulatory documents in the field of occupational health and safety:
▶▶ The regulations governing the occupational health and safety in OJSC Sberbank Russia establish a uniform
procedure for labour protection in the bank, basic elements, goals, and objectives for the occupational health and
safety control system;
▶▶ The process scheme for the organisation and carrying out of preliminary and periodic medical examinations of
OJSC Sberbank Russia employees determines the procedures for conducting medical examinations of the bank’s
employees engaged in work with harmful and (or) dangerous working conditions.
Occupational health and safety experts conduct special corporate seminars on a regular basis; on-site occupational health and
safety audit is performed in regional banks.
Thanks to these measures, in 2014 the injury severity rate in Sberbank decreased from 39.05 to 34.37 and the injury frequency
index decreased from 0.94 to 0.86.
Although the financial industry has a low level of accident frequency rate, in the banking sector there are some categories of
employees who may be exposed to increased risk, in particular, drivers, security guards, cash collectors and drivers-collectors.
In 2014, four Sberbank employees died during the performance of official duties. In order to avoid fatal casualties in the future,
we conducted discussions with the employees of regional banks, brought to their attention the circumstances and causes of the
accidents and provided extra training.
Subsidiary banks and affiliated companies of the Group also develop their own occupational health and safety systems and
improve the working conditions of their employees. In particular, in 2014 Cetelem Bank, Sberbank Technologies and a branch
of Sberbank Europe in Austria held a special assessment of the working conditions of their employees. The branch of Sberbank
Europe in Czech Republic conducts a regular assessment of workplace ergonomics.
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Healthcare and healthy lifestyle
We actively promote healthy lifestyle among our employees and help them to develop good habits. In large offices of Sberbank,
in-house doctors not only advise employees in private but also participate in mass preventive actions including long-term
campaigns to control blood pressure and cholesterol, and analyse the results. On average, about 100 employees a month use
medical services in the offices of Sberbank.
In 2014 under the Sberbank Health programme we held four major events. The “Donor’s day” was attended by approximately
230 employees of the central office, and the “Walk to health” programme, aimed at motivating employees to get physically active
and fight against hypodynamia, was attended by over a thousand Sberbank employees.
In 2014 we integrated the Health programme into our traditional campaign “Green Marathon”. Medical professionals assessed
physiometric indices of 400 “Green Marathon” participants, and were provided individual recommendations based on the
express measurements.
In 2014 lectures were held on “Stress, stress management, techniques and exercises” for the employees of the central office,
involving experts from the Green Team company, which is engaged in the development and implementation of programmes for
the prevention of professional burnout. At the lectures 600 Sberbank employees learned about the causes and consequences of
stress, as well as about the ways of its correction and prevention.
In 2014 we launched a new Healthy lifestyle section in the “My Sberbank” newspaper, where each month we tell employees
about the necessity of healthy lifestyle and share tips on health improvement.

Sberbankiad 2014 in Antalya
At the end of October 2014, the XI annual summer Sberbankiad took place in the Turkish city of Antalya. This event
brought together employees of the Group from 12 countries of operation, 16 regional banks and the Sberbank central
office. Competitions were held in nine types of sports: football, volleyball, basketball, tennis, table tennis, tug of war,
beach volleyball, swimming and athletics. During the five competition days, 29 programmes hosted more than 1,400
sports contests. In addition to the competitions, the event included meetings, training seminars and a festival of arts.

Subsidiary banks also promote a healthy lifestyle among their employees and implement local initiatives and activities.
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TABLE 24: EXAMPLES OF HEALTH CARE INITIATIVES IN SUBSIDIARY BANKS AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES OF SBERBANK
GROUP
Bank/company of
the Group

Initiatives implemented in 2014

BPS-Sberbank

Providing employees with a vitamin mineral complex within the “Vitamins”
programme

100%

Comprehensive medical examination (health assessment)

85.3%

Influenza vaccination
Sberbank Europe (Austria)

Involvement of employees

7.8%

Special consultations and examinations by a doctor in the office (weight, vision,
health of the veins and the lungs, workplace ergonomics) within the “Regular
Health Promotion” programme

50.9%

Consultations on the measurement of stress level, lung functioning, relaxation
techniques and reduction of back pain

43.6%

Vaccination

30.2%

Sberbank Kazakhstan

Campaign to encourage people to engage in physical fitness and sports –
“Fashionable to be healthy”

13.4%

DenizBank

Consultations of an ophthalmologist

Cetelem Bank

Visiting in-house doctor

Consultations of a dietarian

30 persons per month
8.3%

Offering fitness centre club cards to employees at corporate discount prices
Publication of articles about healthy lifestyle and disease prevention
recommendations in the corporate e-magazine
Sberbank Leasing

Daily sports events for employees in the fitness centre (swimming, gym, football,
volleyball, yoga)

Sberbank Technologies

Olympics for the IT block in volleyball, basketball, table tennis and football

Mini-football and volleyball tournaments

Sberbank Private Pension
Fund
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9%
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teams training

4.6%

Implementation of the “Smoking prevention” programme aimed at reducing and
preventing use of tobacco products

Free participation of all
employees
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3.5 CHARITY AND SPONSORSHIP
Charity and sponsorship and are a part of Sberbank Group corporate culture and a traditional way of participation in the
community life. The choice of areas to support and the amount of aid are determined by specially created commissions that
operate at different management levels at Sberbank and at other members of the Group.
FIGURE 23: SBERBANK GROUP CHARITY COSTS
RUB million
2,207
1,816

2012

2013

In 2014 members of Sberbank Group spent RUB 1,836.2
mn on charity. Out of ten areas of charitable work, five key
activities stand apart, which account for 65% of all allocated
funds (RUB 1,185.8 mn).

1,836

2014

FIGURE 24: ALLOCATION OF SBERBANK GROUP CHARITY COSTS BETWEEN THE TOP 5 KEY AREAS
25%
Support for culture
16%
Support for healthcare
17%
Support for children’s facilities
24%
Support for sports
18%
Support for education

Sponsorship by the Group focuses mainly on socially significant projects and large-scale business events, including sports and
cultural events, youth and educational projects, and major Russian and international business events.
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Sports and healthy lifestyle support
In 2014, Sberbank rendered charitable aid to several Russian sports organisations that carry out activities in the following areas:
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶

regular free sports activities for handicapped children;
improvement of material and technical base of sports facilities;
organisation of sporting events in different Russian cities;
providing support to athletes.

Subsidiary banks assisted in arranging local sports events, and provided financial support to the development of amateur and
professional sports.
TABLE 25: SPORTS AND HEALTHY LIFESTYLE SUPPORT IN SBERBANK GROUP
Country

Event/programme

Kazakhstan

“Path of health” mass race

Ukraine

Purchase of equipment for two sports schools

Republic of Belarus

Construction of fitness and sports facilities, and team sports support

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Cycling race and football schools support

Czech Republic

Half marathon

Serbia

Triathlon

Slovenia

Half marathon

Croatia

Pirates from Komin boat marathon

Slovenia

Winter sports support

Cultural wealth and arts support
Sberbank provides financial assistance to museums, cultural institutions, festivals, world’s leading music groups, and also
helps to restore temples and historical monuments. Since 2002 Sberbank has been a partner of the “Golden Mask” national
theatre festival, and since 2011 - the general partner of Obraztsov puppet theatre’s travelling shows, which are attended by
orphan children.
In 2014 the bank supported the “White cane” charity festival, included in the Cultural programme of the Olympic and Paralympic
Games in Sochi, as well as international film festival “Zerkalo” named after Andrei Tarkovsky.
In Ukraine the bank provided financial assistance to “Art Without Borders” Charitable Fund as support for young artists. In the
Republic of Belarus the bank supported variety arts and libraries; and in Europe - arrangement of local ethnic festivals, as well
as organisations promoting the development of Russian and local cultures.
Education support
In the course of education support in Russia we contributed to the implementation of the following initiatives:
▶▶ comprehensive national education programme of Sberbank - “Virtual School”, which functions in 27 different
educational institutions;
▶▶ innovative educational project for the establishment of technical simulation and design laboratories based on 3D
technologies;
▶▶ all-Russian academic competition in financial markets for senior school students;
▶▶ annual forum “Opora Rossii” and the all-Russian educational forum for young people “Seliger”.
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Sberbank Kazakhstan assisted in the acquisition of school supplies for 1,200 first-grade students, gave educational grants to
children from low-income families and sent books on economics to the libraries of leading universities of Kazakhstan. Sberbank
Europe actively helped local Russian educational institutions: for example, in Serbia the bank supported a Russian school in
Belgrade and in Slovenia – the Association of Russian language teachers and a local Russian centre. In Ukraine the Lviv Institute
of Banking received financial aid.

Russification of educational materials of Khan Academy (Khan Academy)
In 2014, the Corporate University of Sberbank together with Khan Academy, a non-profit educational organisation,
launched a large-scale project on the Russification of the educational video content of the Academy. Khan Academy
provides access to a unique collection of more than 4,000 free video lectures on mathematics, economics and finance,
history, medicine, biology, chemistry, physics, astronomy, etc. The goal of the joint project is to provide a free access to
world-class education for all citizens of the Russian Federation and Russian-speaking population of the world. Within
the project over 2,300 video lectures were translated into Russian in 2014.

Children and Childcare institutions support
Sberbank traditionally provides charity assistance to children from poor and problem families, and orphanages and boarding
schools. In 2014 for this purpose the bank allocated 12% of the total volume of charitable funds. Financial support was
provided for the construction and renovation of schools, kindergartens and improvement of their material and technical base,
rehabilitation of orphans and replenishment of special-purpose capital of educational institutions.

“Good deeds day” in Sberbank
In 2014, as a part of our large-scale “From heart to heart” charity programme, for the first time we organised a
unified charity day for our employees, customers and partners, which received the name “Good deeds day”. On this
day, thousands of participants across Russia visited more than 250 orphanages under the patronage of Sberbank,
gave gifts to children, organised gala concerts and excursions, participated together with children in the activities of
volunteer centres, and in environmental events. In various Russian cities the bank organised excursions for children to
an equestrian club, oil refinery, as well as a visit to a sand show, and other educational and recreational activities. In
the first five years of existence of the “From heart to heart” programme Sberbank employees adopted over 200 children
from orphanages.

In Kazakhstan financial assistance was provided to students of orphanages under the patronage and to a tuberculosis sanatorium
for children; and in Ukraine support was received by 20 orphanages and two sports school for children. BPS-Sberbank took a
part in the “Our children” charity event to collect gifts for orphan homes. Sberbank Europe also provided financial assistance to
local orphanages and reconstructed children playgrounds and kindergartens.
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Healthcare and children suffering from serious diseases support
In 2014 Sberbank continued cooperation with the “Gift of Life” (Podari Zhizn’) Foundation. The bank traditionally participated as
an official partner of the foundation in the organisation of the world-wide children’s “Games of winners” - the world’s largest
competitions for children who survived cancer. Over 400 children from eight countries attended the event.
The bank continued issuing international “Gift of Life” Visa cards. According to the results of this initiative, during 2014 alone
donations in the amount over RUB 113 mn were transferred to the “Gift of Life” charitable foundation, which is almost four times
as much as during the previous year. More than RUB 280 mn have been donated to medical institutions since the beginning of
cooperation with the foundation.
Sberbank Kazakhstan assisted in the rehabilitation of eight children with serious diseases and Sberbank Ukraine provided
sanatorium therapy to more than 150 children. In addition to the support for medical institutions, Sberbank Europe conducted
blood donation campaigns among its employees.
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4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
4.1 RAISING RESOURCE AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Sberbank is a financial institution with the largest network of customer service outlets in Russia. For maintaining our operations
we need significant amounts of electricity and heat. We are taking steps to save energy in order to minimise our impact on the
environment and to raise the efficiency of our operations. To compare our energy consumption over time, we use a specific ratio,
namely, energy consumption per employee. The ratio has remained approximately at the same level with a tendency to decline.
FIGURE 25: ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER EMPLOYEE AT SBERBANK GROUP
GJ/person
22.9

22.5

21.8
17.0

Sberbank

21.2

20.0

19.4

16.8

Sberbank Group

15.2

Subsidiary banks

Since 2013, Sberbank has been using systems of electronic office document circulation in its administrative arrangements
to save paper. According to the bank’s assessment, we managed to save at least 30 tonnes of paper within two years, which
equals to 5.6 hectares of forest.
Subsidiary banks and affiliated companies of the Group also implement steps for resource conservation.
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TABLE 26: SBERBANK GROUP’S MEASURES TO REDUCE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
Measure

Member of the Group

Energy efficient office equipment
(computers, printers, etc.), air
conditioners, etc.

Sberbank, Cetelem Bank, Sberbank Switzerland,
Sberbank Europe (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Slovenia, Slovakia, Croatia)

LED lamps and movement detectors

Sberbank, Sberbank Kazakhstan, Sberbank Switzerland,
Sberbank Europe (Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Slovakia, Slovenia),
Sberbank Technologies

Electronic document circulation and
electronic archiving

Sberbank, Cetelem Bank, Sberbank Europe (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia),

Paper recycling

Sberbank, BPS-Sberbank, Sberbank Switzerland

Sberbank Insurance
Sberbank Europe (Hungary), Sberbank Insurance

Hybrid and electric cars

Sberbank
Sberbank Europe (Slovenia)

Sensor water mixers and other tools
to save water

Sberbank
Sberbank Kazakhstan

These measures enabled subsidiary banks and companies to achieve the following results in 2014:
▶▶ Sberbank Europe (Croatia) saved approximately 138.6 kWh per employee by installing new air conditioning systems
(a total of 75,000 kWh);
▶▶ Sberbank-Technologies saved 33.1 kWh of electricity per employee by installing 1,920 LED lamps (a total of 46,080
kWh);
▶▶ Sberbank Kazakhstan reduced its water costs by 10% as it installed sensor water mixers;
▶▶ Sberbank Insurance gave 7.8 kg paper per employee for recycling (a total of 500 kg);
▶▶ BPS-Sberbank saved approximately 0.7 kg of paper per employee by optimising the payroll procedure (a total
of more than 3 tonnes) and approximately 9.2 kg paper per employee within 2012-2014 years by reducing paper
consumption by cash machines as ATMs were installed (a total of 43.2 tonnes);
▶▶ Sberbank Switzerland gave approximately 80% of the paper for recycling.

4.2 RESPONSIBLE WASTE HANDLING
As we represent a financial institution, most of Sberbank’s waste is paper and office equipment. We did our best in the reporting
period to give as much paper as possible for recycling.
When using infrastructure facilities, we generate some hazardous waste, most of which is old office equipment, cartridges,
fluorescent lamps, batteries, and sediments caused by mechanical and biological sewage water treatment. Hazardous waste is
also generated in maintenance of the corporate car fleet (used lubricants, tires, oiled rags, oiled sand, etc.). We’ve been working
on the improvement of our hazardous waste management system over the last three years. As a result 98% of the hazardous
waste we generated in 2014 was recycled or neutralised.
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FIGURE 26: WEIGHT OF PAPER HANDED FOR
RECYCLING BY SBERBANK

FIGURE 27: PERCENTAGE OF PAPER HANDED FOR RECYCLING IN THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF PAPER CONSUMED BY
SUBSIDIARY BANKS OF SBERBANK GROUP
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FIGURE 28: GENERATION OF HAZARDOUS WASTE IN SBERBANK GROUP, TONNES, AND PERCENTAGE OF ITS RECYCLING/
NEUTRALISATION
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4.3 PROMOTING ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
In 2014, the third Green Marathon of Sberbank took place. The initiative was inspired by the 2014 Sochi Olympics and aimed at
promoting sports and healthy lifestyle and protecting the environment. Our project has been expanding with a growing number
of participants and cities involved so that this year the marathon was also held in Kazakhstan and Turkey.
In 2014, over 52,000 people in Russia joined the run, and the total number of participants and guests amounted to nearly 90,000.
At the end of the event, the participants contributed to the landscaping of Russian cities by planting green alleys in parks and
gardens of participating cities. Over 5,000 of new trees have been planted around the country over the three years of the Green
Marathon.
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5 ABOUT THE REPORT
Sberbank has been publishing non-financial reports since 2010, and this is the second Corporate Social Responsibility Report
of Sberbank Group (hereinafter referred to as the Report). Our main objective in the development of the reporting system in
2014 was to unify the approach to data collection at subsidiary banks and affiliated companies all over the Group for their
consolidation. We are just at the beginning of this process, but already in this reporting period we have managed to disclose
more CSR indicators of the Group in comparison to the previous year. From now forward we will continue to improve the
methods and forms of data collection for the Report within the Group.
Another innovation for the year 2014 was the transition to the new G4 version of the GRI Guidelines (basic version). The new
version focuses on identifying material aspects of the company’s CSR activities and stakeholder engagement during this
process. For compliance with the requirements, we undertook a poll of our stakeholders and top management of Sberbank.
Read more about the procedure for identifying the material aspects and its results in section “1.1 Identifying material aspects
of CSR activities”.
In the reporting period we specified the criteria for including subsidiaries in the Report boundaries. For the 2014 Report, we
used the following criteria:
▶▶ control of Sberbank over the subsidiaries (ownership of over 50% of shares);
▶▶ materiality of the influence of the subsidiaries on the stakeholders in the regions of operation (over 60 employees);
▶▶ financial operations in the field of the main business of the Group or supplementary functions for implementation
of the main business of Sberbank.
In comparison to the previous reporting period, Sberbank Switzerland was included in the Report boundaries and KORUS
Consulting CIS was excluded. The definition of Sberbank Group was modified in accordance with the updated Report boundaries.
Therefore, the information and data in the Report relate to the following:
▶▶ Sberbank (OJSC Sberbank of Russia) with its head office and 16 regional banks of the Russian Federation;
▶▶ subsidiary banks that are listed in Table 27;
▶▶ affiliated companies that are listed in Table 27.
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TABLE 27. THE LIST OF SUBSIDIARY BANKS AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES INCLUDED IN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE 2014
REPORT 16
Corporate name

Name used in the Report

Subsidiary banks
DENIZBANK A.S.

DenizBank

Sberbank Europe A.G.

Sberbank Europe

OJSC BPS-Sberbank (Republic of Belarus)

BPS-Sberbank

SB JSC Sberbank (Kazakhstan)

Sberbank Kazakhstan

JSC Sberbank of Russia (Ukraine)

Sberbank Ukraine

Cetelem Bank LLC

Cetelem Bank

Sberbank Switzerland A.G.

Sberbank Switzerland

Affiliated companies
CJSC Sberbank Technologies

Sberbank Technologies

CJSC Sberbank Leasing

Sberbank Leasing

Sberbank Private Pension Fund

Sberbank Private Pension Fund

Yandex.Money, NBCO LLC

Yandex.Money

IC Sberbank Insurance Ltd.

Sberbank Insurance

CJSC Sberbank-AST

Sberbank-AST

ANO Sberbank’s Corporate University

Corporate University

CJSC Business Environment

Business Environment

The key methodical changes as compared to the 2013 Report are as follows:
▶▶ unification of the method for defining underdeveloped and low-populated areas for the Group; they represent top
level political units where the population density is below the national average and which belong to the 25% of
regions with the lowest average income per capita;
▶▶ in Table 16 “Main socially oriented products of Sberbank’s housing loans” credit disbursements for the product
Military mortgage are indicated for 2013 and 2014 years respectively while in the 2013 Report this indicator
contained disbursements since the launch of product in 2011 (cumulatively).
Changes mentioned above could have resulted in divergences in comparison to the data published in the previous Report.
As we are just starting to develop consolidated CSR data collection at Sberbank Group, some of the subsidiary banks and
affiliated companies have no systems for non-financial data collection or do not do such collection yet. The area of coverage of
subsidiary banks and affiliated companies of the Group by GRI indicators is shown in Table 28.

16

The complete list of the countries of operation of the subsidiary banks can be found in the Financial Report of Sberbank Group.
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TABLE 28: BOUNDARIES OF GRI INDICATORS DISCLOSURE
Section name

Place in
the section

GRI indicator

Boundaries

Notes

2.5 Procurement
activities

Text of the
section

Total number of suppliers
engaged by the organisation
(G4-12)

Sberbank
Subsidiary banks
Affiliated companies

Except for Sberbank Ukraine

2.5 Procurement
activities

Table 9

Percentage of local suppliers in
the procurement budget (G4-EC9)

Sberbank
DenizBank
Sberbank Kazakhstan
BPS-Sberbank
Sberbank Switzerland
Sberbank Insurance
Business Environment
Corporate University
Sberbank Technologies

2.5 Procurement
activities

Table 9

Percentage of SMEs in the
procurement budget

Sberbank
Sberbank Kazakhstan
BPS-Sberbank
Sberbank Switzerland
Sberbank Insurance
Business Environment
Corporate University

DenizBank and SberbankTechnologies were excluded
as compared to the calculation
of the local suppliers’ share

2.6 Compliance risks
management

Figure 8

Total number of identified cases
of corruption (G4-SO5)

Subsidiary banks
Affiliated companies

All the incidents of corruption
were identified in subsidiary
banks

3.1 Ensuring
Figure
availability of financial 10-11
services

Percentage of customer
service outlets and ATMs in
underdeveloped and lowpopulated areas (G4-FS13)

Subsidiary banks

Except for Sberbank
Switzerland (the bank does
not serve retail clients)
and Cetelem Bank (the
bank’s business model does
not include branches; most
of its operations take place in
sale centres in shopping malls
and partner stores)

3.1 Ensuring
Figure
availability of financial 12-13
services

Percentage of customer service
outlets and ATMs adapted for
disabled people (G4-FS14)

Sberbank
Subsidiary banks

3.4 Investing in
human capital

Figure
18–21

Headcount at Sberbank Group
by gender, age, and employee
category (G4-10)

Sberbank
Subsidiary banks
Affiliated companies

Table 18

Average duration of employee
training (G4-LA9)

Subsidiary banks
Affiliated companies

3.4 Investing in
human capital

Text of the
section

Percentage of employees hired
aged under 30 (G4-LA1)

Subsidiary banks
Affiliated companies

3.4 Investing in
human capital

Text of the
section

Employee performance
assessment (G4-LA11)

DenizBank
Sberbank Europe
Sberbank Switzerland
Sberbank Leasing
Sberbank Technologies
Sberbank Insurance
Sberbank Private Pension Fund
Corporate University
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Section name

Place in
the section

GRI indicator

Boundaries

Notes

3.4 Investing in
human capital

Table 20

Funding of corporate benefit
programmes (G4-LA2)

Sberbank
Subsidiary banks
Affiliated companies

3.5 Charity and
sponsorship

Figures
23–24

Charity costs (G4-EC7)

Sberbank
Subsidiary banks
Affiliated companies

The data of Sberbank Ukraine
was included for 2014 only

4.1 Raising resource
and energy efficiency

Figure 25

Energy consumption per
employee (G4-EN5)

Sberbank
Subsidiary banks
Affiliated companies

Except for

4.2 Responsible
waste handling

Figure 27

Percentage of paper handled
for recycling in the total paper
consumption

Subsidiary banks

Except for Cetelem Bank and
Sberbank Kazakhstan

Sberbank Kazakhstan, BPSSberbank, Sberbank Leasing,
Yandex.Money, Sberbank
Private Pension Fund, and
Sberbank-AST

(G4-EN23)
4.2 Responsible
waste handling
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Sberbank
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6 GRI STANDARD DISCLOSURES
CONTENT INDEX
Indicator

Indicator description

Status

Section/Source

Disclosed

2014 Management Report

Strategy and analysis
G4-1

Statement from the most senior
decision-maker of the organisation about
the relevance of sustainability to the
organisation and the organisation’s strategy
for addressing sustainability

Organisational profile
G4-3

Name of the organisation

Disclosed

http://www.sberbank.ru/en/about/about_sberbank/details

G4-4

Primary brands, products, and services

Disclosed

http://www.sberbank.ru/en/about/about_sberbank
http://www.sberbank.ru/en/individualclients
http://www.sberbank.ru/en/s_m_business
http://www.sberbank.ru/portalserver/sb-portal-ru/en/corporateclients
http://www.sberbank.ru/en/credit_org

G4-5

Location of the organisation’s headquarters

Disclosed

http://www.sberbank.ru/en/about/about_sberbank/details

G4-6

Countries where the organisation operates

Disclosed

2014 Financial statements

G4-7

Nature of ownership and legal form

Disclosed

G4-8

Markets served

Disclosed

2014 Management Report
http://data.sberbank.ru/en/shareandinv/usefulinformation/sharecapital
structure/?base=beta
http://www.sberbank.ru/en/about/about_sberbank/details
2014 Financial statements
2014 Management Report
G4-9

Scale of the organisation

Disclosed

3.4 Investing in human capital
3.1 Ensuring availability of financial services
2014 Financial statements
2014 Management Report

G4-10

Number of employees

Disclosed

3.4 Investing in human capital

G4-11

Percentage of total employees covered by
collective bargaining

Disclosed

In 2014 the Group’s employees coverage by collective bargaining
agreements constituted:
Sberbank – 100%;
BPS-Sberbank – 100%;
Sberbank Europe (Bosnia and Herzegovina) – 100%;
Sberbank Europe (Banja Luka) – 100%;
Sberbank Europe (Slovenia) – 100%.
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Indicator

Indicator description

Status

Section/Source

G4-12

Organisation’s supply chain

Disclosed

2.5 Procurement activities

G4-13

Significant changes during the reporting
period regarding the organisation’s size,
structure, ownership, or its supply chain

Disclosed

www.sberbank.ru/moscow/ru/investor_relations/information/share_
capital_structure/

G4-14

Precautionary approach or principle

Disclosed

The group does not employ the precautionary principle in relation to its
activities

G4-15

Externally developed economic,
environmental and social charters,
principles, or other initiatives

Disclosed

In 2014 Sberbank and the other members of Sberbank Group did not
join any externally developed economic, environmental and social
charters, principles, or other initiatives.

G4-16

Memberships of associations and national or
international advocacy organisations

Disclosed

Appendix 1. Association memberships

3.1 Ensuring availability of financial services

Identified material aspects and boundaries
G4-17

Entities included in the
organisation’s consolidated financial
statements

Disclosed

2014 Financial statements

G4-18

Process for defining the report content
and the Aspect Boundaries, and how the
organisation has implemented the Reporting
Principles for Defining Report Content

Disclosed

About the Report

G4-19

All the material Aspects identified

Disclosed

1.1 Identifying material aspects of CSR activities

G4-20

Aspect Boundary within the organisation for
each material Aspect

Disclosed

About the Report

G4-21

Aspect Boundary outside the organisation
for each material Aspect

Disclosed

Boundaries of all aspects lie within organisations of Sberbank Group,
which are listed in the section “About The Report” (Table 27 and Table
28).

G4-22

Restatements of information provided in
previous reports, and the reasons for such
restatements

Disclosed

About the Report

G4-23

Significant changes from previous reporting
periods in the Scope and Aspect Boundaries

Disclosed

About the Report

Disclosed

http://data.sberbank.ru/en/about/responsibility/sr/
Policy for Corporate Social Responsibility
of Sberbank of Russia OJSC

Stakeholder engagement
G4-24

List of stakeholder groups

(http://data.sberbank.ru/en/about/responsibility/our_approach/)
1.2 Stakeholder engagement
G4-25

Basis for identification and selection of
stakeholders with whom to engage

Disclosed

http://data.sberbank.ru/en/about/responsibility/sr/
Policy for Corporate Social Responsibility
of Sberbank of Russia OJSC (http://data.sberbank.ru/en/about/
responsibility/our_approach/)

G4-26

Organisation’s approach to stakeholder
engagement

Disclosed

1.2 Stakeholder engagement

G4-27

Key topics and concerns that have been
raised through stakeholder engagement

Disclosed

1.2 Stakeholder engagement
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Indicator

Indicator description

Status

Section/Source

Report profile
G4-28

Reporting period

Disclosed

Calendar year 2014

G4-29

Date of most recent previous report

Disclosed

April 2014

G4-30

Reporting cycle

Disclosed

Annual

G4-31

Contact point for questions regarding the
report or its contents

Disclosed

csr@sberbank.ru

G4-32

GRI Content Index

Disclosed

The Report was prepared in accordance with the GRI Guidelines – Core
option

G4-33

Organisation’s policy and current practice
with regard to seeking external assurance
for the report

Disclosed

External assurance was not conducted in the reporting period.

Governance structure of the organisation,
including committees of the highest
governance body and any committees
responsible for decision-making on
economic, environmental and social impacts

Disclosed

2014 Management Report

Governance
G4-34

Currently, Supervisory Board Committees are not directly responsible
for decision-making on economic, environmental and social impacts.

Ethics and integrity
G4-56

Organisation’s values, principles, standards
and norms of behavior such as codes of
conduct and codes of ethics

Disclosed

In 2014, the bank began updating the Code of Conduct, which will
apply to Sberbank and all members of the Group. The purpose of this
update is to spread the values among all employees (regardless of their
regions of presence and rank) and make employees orientated towards
the common corporate goals.

Disclosed

2014 Management Report

Economic Performance
G4-DMA

Disclosures on management approach

2.1 Contributing to the development of countries and regions of
operation
EC1

Direct economic value generated and
distributed

Disclosed

Financial statements for 2014
2014 Management Report

Indirect economic impacts
G4-DMA

Disclosures on management approach

Disclosed

2.1 Contributing to the development of regions of operation

G4-EC7

Development and impact of infrastructure
investments and services supported

Disclosed

2.1 Contributing to the development of regions of operation

Significant indirect economic impacts,
including the extent of impacts

Disclosed

2.1 Contributing to the development of regions of operation

G4-EC8

3.5 Charity and sponsorship

Procurement practices
G4-DMA

Disclosures on management approach

Disclosed

2.5 Procurement activities

G4-EC9

Proportion of spending on local suppliers at
significant locations of operation

Disclosed

2.5 Procurement activities
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Indicator

Indicator description

Status

Section/Source

G4-DMA

Disclosures on management approach

Disclosed

3.4 Investing in human capital

G4-LA2

Benefits provided to full-time employees
that are not provided to temporary or parttime employees, by significant locations of
operation

Disclosed

3.4 Investing in human capital

Employment

Labour/management relations
G4-DMA

Disclosures on management approach

Disclosed

1.2 Stakeholder engagement

G4-LA4

Minimum notice periods regarding
operational changes, including whether
these are specified in collective agreements

Disclosed

The current version of the Collective bargaining agreement of Sberbank
does not prescribe a minimum notice period about significant changes
in the bank’s activities.
Employees are notified in accordance with the labour laws of the
countries where they are located. In particular, according to the Labour
Code of the Russian Federation, employer must notify the employee
in writing no later than two months in advance about any upcoming
changes in the conditions of the employment contract as well as about
the reasons of these changes.

Training and education
G4-DMA

Disclosures on management approach

Disclosed

3.4 Investing in human capital

G4-LA10

Programmes for skills management and
lifelong learning that support the continued
employability of employees and assist them
in managing career endings

Disclosed

3.4 Investing in human capital

Diversity and equal opportunity
G4-DMA

Disclosures on management approach

Disclosed

3.4 Investing in human capital

G4-LA12

Composition of governance bodies and
breakdown of employees per employee
category according to gender, age group,
minority group membership, and other
indicators of diversity

Disclosed

The proportion of men and women in the governance bodies of
Sberbank Group is 75.7 % and 24.3 % respectively.
The distribution of governance bodies members of Sberbank Group by
age groups is as follows:
under 30 years old – 3.4%;
30-50 years old – 77.5%;
over 50 years old – 19.1%.

Anti-corruption
G4-DMA

Disclosures on management approach

Disclosed

2.6 Compliance risk management

G4-SO3

Total number and percentage of operations
assessed for risks related to corruption and
the significant risks identified

Disclosed

2.6 Compliance risk management

G4-SO5

Confirmed incidents of corruption and
actions taken

Disclosed

2.6 Compliance risk management
In 2014 11 employees in Sberbank and 18 in subsidiary banks were
dismissed for corruption.
Three court proceedings related to corruption were instituted against
subsidiary banks of the Group in 2014.
No cases of contract termination or non-renewal with business
partners due to corruption were identified.
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Indicator

Indicator description

Status

Section/Source

G4-DMA

Disclosures on management approach

Disclosed

2.6 Compliance risk management

G4-SO8

Monetary value of significant fines and total
number of non-monetary sanctions for noncompliance with laws and regulations

Disclosed

The sum of fines in the area of compliance risk management in 2014:
Denizbank – TRY 592.7 k (RUB 10.3 mn), Sberbank Ukraine – UAH
1.2 mn (RUB 4 mn).

Compliance

Cases of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with laws and
regulations in 2014: Sberbank Ukraine – 7, Sberbank Kazakhstan – 6.
Local communities
G4-DMA

Disclosures on management approach

Disclosed

3.1 Ensuring availability of financial services

FS13

Access points in low-populated or
economically disadvantaged areas by type

Disclosed

3.1 Ensuring availability of financial services

FS14

Initiatives to improve access to financial
services for disadvantaged people

Disclosed

3.1 Ensuring availability of financial services

Product and service labelling
DMA

Disclosures on management approach

Disclosed

3.2 Enhancing financial literacy

G4-PR5

Results of surveys measuring customer
satisfaction

Disclosed

2.3 Customer service improvement

Customer privacy
DMA

Disclosures on management approach

Disclosed

2.4 Ensuring security

G4-PR8

Total number of substantiated complaints
regarding breaches of customer privacy and
losses of customer data

Disclosed

In 2014 the total number of identified leaks, thefts or losses of
customer data in Sberbank Group was 391 excluding Yandex.Money,
which experienced 8,393 cases of unauthorized access.
Complaints from regulatory bodies were received by Sberbank Europe
(1 complaint) and Sberbank Private Pension Fund (16 complaints).
Sberbank did not receive any complaints from regulatory bodies in
2014.

Energy
DMA

Disclosures on management approach

Disclosed

4.1 Raising resource and energy efficiency

G4-EN5

Energy intensity

Disclosed

4.1 Raising resource and energy efficiency

Disclosed

1.3 Socially-oriented products

Product Portfolio
FS7
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7 GLOSSARY, ACRONYMS
AND ABBREVIATIONS
BRAILLE — tactile writing system used by the blind and the visually impaired people.
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT — emotional and intellectual state of an employee in which he or she is enthusiastic about the job
and is willing to contribute to the development and success of the company.
GEOMARKETING — marketing survey technology that relies on geographic analysis of various geographically distributed items
and events used to identify target audience in the relevant territorial unit, determine the best location for a new unit, develop
concept for existing or proposed unit, etc.
STAKEHOLDERS — physical persons or business entities, or groups thereof, that affect or are affected by the bank’s operations
(clients, employees, shareholders, government authorities, public organisations, etc.)
CONTACT CENTRE — a specialised internal operation unit that supports interaction with clients through communication
channels (telephone, Internet) on various service related issues.
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (CSR) — a set of principles and obligations that the bank follows in the fields of:
▶▶ stakeholder relationship management;
▶▶ assessment and management of own economic, social, and environmental impact.
CROWDSOURCING — finding critical solutions involving intellectual resources of unlimited number of volunteers, normally
through IT channels.
CREDIT FACTORY — a loan process for retail clients and small businesses based on cetralised and automated processing of
loan applications followed by loan approval or disapproval.
LOCAL SUPPLIERS — organisations or entities that supply products or services to a member of the Group and are registered
in the same country as the member.
BANK’S OWN IMPACT — positive or negative social, economic or environmental changes that result, in full or in part, from
the bank’s operations.
ENVIRONMENT — a natural environment in which organisation operates including air, water, land, natural resources, flora,
fauna, humans, and their interrelation.
HAZARDOUS WASTE — toxic, explosive, flammable waste, highly reactive, waste containing infectious agents, as well as
waste that may be of immediate or potential danger to the environment and human health by itself or when in contact with other
substances.
OFFICE REFORMATTING — modernisation of the office and its upgrading to a new layout that meets modern requirements.
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MANAGERS — supervisors according to the Sberbank’s grade pyramid, as well as employees who have/could have
subordinates, or manage/could manage a project team (in subsidiaries and affiliated companies).
SKIMMING — card fraud that involves fraudulent scanning devices (skimmers) used to read card data, for example magnetic
strip or PIN code.
TOP MANAGERS — President, Chairman of Executive Board, Vice Chairpersons of Executive Board, Senior Vice Presidents,
Vice Presidents, Heads of Department.
CUSTOMER SERVICE OUTLETS — supplementary or operational offices, cash desks outside cash office, and mobile cash
offices.
REMOTE CHANNELS — ATMs, payment terminals, mobile banking, Sberbank Online.
OUTPLACEMENT — further employment of former employees and retirement management programme.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
VMI

Voluntary Medical Insurance

KPI

Key performance indicators

CSR

Corporate Social Responsibility

ULPA

Underdeveloped and low-populated areas

AML/FT

Counteracting the legitimisation of the proceeds of crime (money laundering) and the financing of terrorism

QMS

Queue Management System

PMS

Performance Management System

BDC

Business Development Centre

CSI

Customer satisfaction index

DLP

Data loss prevention

EMV

Global standard for inter-operation of integrated circuit cards developed by Europay, MasterCard and Visa

GRI

Global Reporting Initiative

iFOBS

Interactive Front-Office Banking System

ISO26000

International standard guidelines for Social Responsibility

ISO27001

International Information Security standard published by the International Organisation for Standardization and
the International Electrotechnical Commission

NPS

Net Promoter Score

SLA

Service-level agreement
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APPENDIX 1. ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIPS
Sberbank
Association of Russian Banks (ARB)
Russian National SWIFT Association, ROSSWIFT
Association of MasterCard Members (non-profit organisation)
Association of Bill Market Participants (ABMP)
U.S.-Russia Business Council (USRBC)
Non-profit association of legal entities Russian-American Business Cooperation
Council (RABCC)
Non-profit partnership Russian-Chinese Business Council (NP RCBC)
World Economic Forum (WEF)
International Monetary Conference (IMC)
International Banking Security Association (IBSA)
International Capital Market Association (ICMA)
National Foreign Exchange Association (NFEA)
National Association of Securities Market Participants
National Securities Market Association (NSMA)
Non-commercial Partnership National Payments Council
Centre of expertise of the World Trade Organisation (WTO Expertise Centre)
Cetelem Bank
French Club Association — French-Russian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCIFR)
BPS-Sberbank
Association of Belarusian Banks
Belarusian Association of Securities Market Participants
Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange — currency market section
Belarusian Currency and Stock Exchange — currency, stock and forward market sections
Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications S.W.I.F.T. (member and shareholder)
Association of Securities Market Participants
Automated System for Interbank Settlements in BISS System and Clearing System for Other Settlements in the Republic of
Belarus
Private Payment System BLIZKO
International Payment System MasterCard International
International Payment System Visa International
National Payment System BelCard
International Payment System American Express
Sberbank Ukraine
Association “Stock Partnership”
Association of Ukrainian Stock Traders
Ukrainian Interbank Payment Systems Member Association “ЕМА”
UkrSWIFT Association
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Ukrainian National Mortgage Association (UNIA)
European Business Association
Professional Association of Registrars and Depositories (PARD)
Independent Association of Banks of Ukraine (NABU)
DenizBank
Turkey Foreign Trade Association
Turkish Tourism Investors Association (TYD)
Sberbank Switzerland
Swiss Association of Compliance Officers (SACO)
Swiss Bankers Association (SBA)
Association of Foreign Banks in Switzerland (AFBS)
Zug Commodity Association (ZCA)
Joint Chamber of Commerce Switzerland/Russia and CIS (JCC)
International Capital Market Association (ICMA)
Sberbank Europe
Austria
Vienna Economic Forum
Institute for the Danube Region and Central Europe (IDM)
French-Austrian Chamber of Commerce
German Chamber of Commerce in Austria
Vienna Chamber of Commerce
Austrian Bankers’ Association
Austrian Russian Friendship Association
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Banking Association of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Deposit insurance agency (BIH)
Czech Republic
Association of Czech Banks
Regional Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Brno
Czech Institute of Internal Auditors
Russian-Czech Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Association of Small and Medium Businesses
Chamber for Commercial Relations with CIS States, special chamber of commerce
Czech-German Foreign Trade Chamber (ČNOPK)
French-Czech Chamber of Commerce (FČOK)
Italian-Czech Chamber of Commerce
Russian Chamber of Commerce
Capital Market Association
Croatia
Croatian Banking Association (HUB)
Croatian Chamber of Commerce (HGK)
Croatian Employers’ Association (HUP)
Croatian Financial Market Association (ACI)
Croatian exporters
Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA) Croatia Chapter
Croatian SWIFT group
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Croatian large value payment system (HNB или HSVP)
Croatian Institute for Health Protection and Safety at Work (HZZZSR)
Croatian Chamber of Commerce
Hungary
Hungarian Banking Association
Budapest Chamber of Commerce
Slovenia
Bank Association of Slovenia
Slovenian-Russian Business Council (Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Slovenia)
Business and professional networking organisation in the Balkan region (BNI Adria)
Slovakia
Bratislava Stock Exchange
Slovak Banking Association
Slovak-Austrian Chamber of Commerce
Economics Newspapers Club (HNClub)
Association of Spokespersons Slovakia
Slovak – Russian Business Council
Association for ATM cards
Ukraine
Individuals Deposits Guarantee Fund
Ukrainian Banking Association (UBA)
Ukraine Stock Exchange PFTS
Professional Association of Registrars, Transfer Agents and Depositories (PARTAD)
Association of Banks of Lviv Region (ABL)
Ukrainian interbank currency exchange (UICE)
Society for the Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT)
Visa International Service Association (VISA)
Corporate University
European Foundation for Management Development(EFMD)
Association for Talent Development (ATD)
Corporate University Xchange (CorpU)
Executive Corporate Learning Forum (ECLF)
Sberbank Leasing
United Leasing Association (ULA)
Sberbank Private Pension Fund
Board of NP National Association of Non-State Pension Funds (NAPF)
Expert Council for Collective Investments under the Bank of Russia’s Financial Markets Service
RSPP Committee for developing the pension system and social insurance
Sberbank Insurance
Life Insurers Association
All-Russian Insurance Association (ARIA)
Russian Insurers Union
Sberbank Technologies
Resident of Skolkovo Innovation Centre, Russia
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